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INTRODUCTIONAt Chowgule College, Teaching and Learning is central to work as faculty, so thatstudents achieve excellent progress, and are curious to learn more and increasetheir understanding of the world and are able to have a part to play in it.Consequently, faculty never stops learning, unswerving in the drive to bemasters at what we do.The assessment of teaching and learning can be viewed as two complementaryand overlapping activities that aim to benefit both the quality of student learningand the professional development of the faculty. Assessing learning alone is notsufficient because the ultimate success of students is also dependent upon theirmotivation and commitment to learning. Similarly, assessing only teachingbehaviors and course activities is not sufficient because qualities of the facultymay be appreciated by students but not optimally helpful to their learning andgrowth. Done in tandem, assessing teaching and learning can help facultyimprove and refine their teaching practices and help improve students’ learningand performance.Learners therefore need the very best teaching to ensure that they remain ontrack and are able to take the right next steps to secure a future of sustainedemployment. To be successful, all types of learning programmes, includinginternships, must be underpinned by teaching, learning and assessment that areat least good. Overall, employers must be confident that their future employeesreceive good quality training and assessment so that they have a solidfoundation of skills that they can build on as they progress through their careers.The importance of consistently good or outstanding teaching, combined withhigh quality assessment, which leads to very effective learning, has never beenmore significant in every type of provision.With this backdrop in mind the IQAC of the college decided to prepare aTeaching-Learning and Assessment Handbook wherein an attempt is being madeto streamline and standardise well known, time tested and accepted Teaching-Learning and Assessment Methodologies that the College faculty has usedsuccessfully. The handbook largely describes the various teaching-learning andassessment methodologies by elaborating the mechanisms, processes andsituations in which each teaching-learning and assessment methods can be usedand applied. Keeping in mind with the College mission the key focus has been foreffective integration of technology to enhance learning, teaching and assessmentprocesses.
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TEACHING –LEARNING METHODSThe College believes in an amalgamation of styles brought to it by the variousfaculties. From regular classroom discussion models followed in almost all theclasses, the College also follows the hands-on practical approach wherevernecessary. Adding to these conventional approaches the new innovative andrecent teaching-learning models is also encouraged. The College thus creates awell-rounded, wholesome, and enjoyable in/out of classroom teaching-learningexperience.The following are some of the approaches followed by the Faculty in the variousdepartments of the College. Over 10 methods of teaching were identified and thefollowing is a comprehensive list of the various teaching methodologies that isexplained in a template as follows:
 NAME OF THE TEACHING METHOD:
 DEFINITION:
 OBJECTIVES:
 WHEN TO USE IT:
 HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:
 REFERENCES:

(I) NAME OF THE METHOD: LECTURE METHOD
DEFINITION:It is an oldest method of teaching applied in an educational institution Thisteaching method is one way channel of communication of information. This isdone by an oral presentation given by an instructor to a body of students on aparticular subject. Many lectures are accompanied by some sort of visual aid,such as a slideshow, a word document, an image, or a film.
OBJECTIVES:

- achieve/deliver new subject knowledge
- developing habit of concentration among the students.
- achieve higher order cognitive objectives (ie, application, analysis,synthesis and emulation)
- motivate students to get interest in the subject

WHEN TO USE IT:Visual aid, such as a slideshow, a word document, an image, a film or ablack/white board teaching.
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HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:In this form of teaching, a teacher prepares material to be taught prior to theclass, organizes material and disseminates information to the audience. Teachertalks and the student listen.The same Lecture Method as above can also be used with added complements ofteaching aids to enhance the lecture, for example charts, posters, PowerPointpresentations, audio and video. Teacher presents and the student listen.
REFERENCES:http://www.studylecturenotes.com/social-sciences/education/382-lecture-method-of-teaching-definition-advantages-a-disadvantages-http://www.digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1182&context...
(II.) NAME OF THE METHOD: INTERACTIVE METHOD

DEFINITION:Interactive teaching is a two-way process of active participant engagement witheach other, the facilitator, and the content. Engage participants in learningactivities that lead to a higher level of understanding and result in theparticipant's ability to apply what he learned on the job.
OBJECTIVES:Interactive learning actively engages the students in wrestling with the material.It reinvigorates the classroom for both students and faculty. Lectures arechanged into discussions, and students and teachers become partners in thejourney of knowledge acquisition' involve students actively in learning process.In addition the Interactive Learning does the following:- Make students to share knowledge and ideas- allow learners to address questions- Keeps groups attentive and involved
WHEN TO USE IT:Any time
HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:There are plenty of Interactive Methods available. The Interactive teachinglearning model with a selection of any one or a combination of methodsmentioned below:
Group Discussion ModelThis is one step away from the basic lecture method. Here the teacher engagesthe class, through discussion by breaking up a large group of students or
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engaging a small class in a guided exchange of ideas, experiences, responses etc,to reach an understanding of the study material.
Inquiry Based ModelHere the teacher uses questions to bring the student to an understanding of thestudy material. Rather than presenting facts or statically giving information theteacher will pose problems, scenarios, case studies to the students.
Cultural Knowledge ModelThis mainly can be used in literature classes. In this approach the teacher usescultural comparisons to bring about an understanding of the study material.Best used for Languages and Social Sciences.Besides the above the above three models, the following are also someInteractive Teaching-Learning Approaches:
1. Think/Pair/ShareEstablish a problem or a question. Pair the students. Give each pair sufficienttime to form a conclusion. Permit each participant to define the conclusion in hisor her personal voice. You can also request that one student explain a conceptwhile the other student evaluates what is being learned. Apply differentvariations of the process.
2. BrainstormingInteractive brainstorming is typically performed in group sessions. The processis useful for generating creative thoughts and ideas. Brainstorming helpsstudents learn to pull together. The various Types and Techniques of interactivebrainstorming include:
 Structured and unstructured
 Reverse or negative thinking
 Nominal group relationships
 Online interaction such as chat, forums and email
 Team-idea mapping
 Group passing
 Individual brainstorming
3. Case StudyIn Case Study Sessions the participants come together in session groups thatfocus on a single topic. Within each group, every student contributes thoughtsand ideas. Encourage discussion and collaboration among the students withineach group. Everyone should learn from one another’s input and experiences.

4. Incident ProcessThis teaching style involves a case study format, but the process is not so rigid asa full case study training session. The focus is on learning how to solve real
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problems that involve real people. Small groups of participants are provideddetails from actual incidents and then asked to develop a workable solution.
5. Question & Answer PeriodOn the heels of every topic introduction, but prior to formal lecturing, theteacher requires students to jot down questions pertaining to the subject matteron 3×5 index cards. The lecture begins after the cards are collected. Along theroute, the teacher reads and answers the student-generated questions. Sometips for a good session are as follows:

 Randomize — Rather than following the order of collection or somealphabetical name list, establish some system that evokes studentguesswork concerning the order of student involvement.
 Keep it open-ended — If necessary, rephrase student questions so thatparticipants must analyze, evaluate and then justify the answers.
 Hop it up — Gradually increase the speed of the Q & A. At some point, youshould limit the responses to a single answer, moving faster and fasterfrom question to question.

REFERENCES:https://feaweb.org/_data/files/eAdvocate/August/interactiveteaching.pdfhttp://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-interactive-learning-overview-tools.htmlhttp://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/tech-ed/5-interactive-teaching-styles-2/
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(III) NAME OF THE METHOD: GROUP DISCUSSION
DEFINITION:A Discussion Group is a group of individuals with similar interest who gathereither formally or informally to bring up ideas, solve problems or givecomments. Group activity carried out by the participating individuals. It is anexchange of ideas among the individuals of a group on a specific topic.
OBJECTIVES:

 Produce a range of options or solutions, addressing a particular problem oran issue.
 Generate a pile of ideas by examining issues in greater depth, looking atdifferent dimensions of these issues.
 Broaden the outlook of the participants through cross-fertilization andexposure to new and different experiences and ideas and enrich theirunderstanding of the issues under discussion.
 Develop their skills in interpersonal communication and in expressing theirviews in a clear and succinct manner.
 Effective means of changing attitudes through the influence of peers in thegroup
 Valuable means of obtaining feedback for the training team on verbal skills,motivation level and personal traits of the participants and characteristicsof the group

WHEN TO USE IT:
- Whenever comparisons required
- Need for collective decisions
- Required to assess the student’s capabilities on communication,knowledge on given topic, reasoning and listening skills,assertiveness, patience etc.

HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:
 Setting up the Groups
 Planning a Group Discussion
 Preparation of Group Reports
 Presentation and Consolidation of Group Reports

REFERENCES:http://hubpages.com/education/Group-Discussion-limitations
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(IV) NAME OF THE METHOD: DEBATE
DEFINITION:Debate is a formal contest of argumentation between two teams or individuals.More broadly, and more importantly, debate is an essential tool for developingand maintaining democracy and open societies.
OBJECTIVES:Skills:

- To understand and communicate various forms of argument effectively in avariety of contexts.
- To develop the ability to analyze controversies, select and evaluateevidence, construct and refute arguments.
- To become critical thinkers and communicators.Intellect:
- To learn theories that seek to explain the process of communicatingarguments with people.
- To clarify one's personal and social values through confrontation with thevalue judgements of others.
- To participate effectively in situations where decisions must be made.Social:
- Promoting school and community relations through participation in anintellectual activity.
- Meeting and interacting with students from other schools in the context of asocial and intellectual activity.
- To realize the simultaneous opportunities for leadership and groupparticipation.

WHEN TO USE IT:Debate is a method of formally presenting an argument in a disciplined manner. Itprovokes the students to think and express their opinions, thoughts, ideas, etc.The elements of the debate being logical consistency and factual accuracy. As aresult, some degree of emotional appeal to the students can be achieved.
HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:When a teacher uses the debate as a framework for learning, s/he hopes to getstudents to conduct comprehensive research into the topic, gather supportingevidence, engage in collaborative learning, delegate tasks, improvecommunication skills, and develop leadership and team-skills—all at one go.Your teacher will usually identify three or four speakers for each team. Teachersprefer to have four speakers per team for wider participation. Thus in a tutorialgroup of 15–20 students, about half the group will be actively participating in the
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debate. Your teacher may draw lots to select the speakers and ensure that thevocal students are not chosen by default. To ‘mobilise’ the rest of the group for thedebate, your teacher may assign tasks such as conducting research into the topicto provide support for the speakers. This ensures that each student is involvedsomehow and optimises participation among group members.Speakers in a debate have well-defined roles. For example, the first speakerexplains in clear terms what the topic means to the respective teams. The secondspeaker re-affirms the proposition’s line and rebuts the opposition’s first speaker.And so the debate proceeds with speakers having to make their points within thegiven time. Remember that overall, your teacher will be assessing various matters,including the cogency of your arguments/rebuttals and the manner in which youpresent them within a limited time (like in real life).Your teacher may persuade some of his/her colleagues to be adjudicators at thedebate. This may drive you to perform even better, as the audience is an ‘external’one, and you will be encouraged to ‘rise to the occasion’. The teacher/Departmentmay also offer a token prize to the winning team and the best speaker.In the process of preparing for the debate, you would have got to know andunderstand your peers better, been involved in delegation/sharing of tasks,researched issues, assimilated material, summarised points, improved yourcommunication skills and sharpened your ability to see issues from variousperspectives. The latter is especially true where you had to support a propositionyou did not yourself believe in. You will also find out more about human natureand your own strengths and weaknesses as a result of working together with yourpeers. In the face of all these benefits, winning (the debate that is) is really noteverything!At the end of the day, a larger majority of students would have obtained a bettergrasp of the topic and learnt not only more, but also more effectively. This way ispreferable to traditional teaching/learning methods, such as passively listening tothe teacher’s 50-minute lecture/drone or writing a 2000-word essay on the topicconcerned, don’t you think? It is a form of experiential learning which you willremember well, simply because you were an active participant in the learningprocess.
REFERENCEShttp://www.whsfa.org/debate/goals-objectiveshttp://www.cdtl.nus.edu.sg/success/sl11.htm
(V). NAME OF THE METHOD: CASE STUDIES
DEFINITION:The Case Study method is training by solving specific cases. The essence of thismethod is a collective analysis of a situation, finding a solution and a publicdefence of said solution. In the process of reviewing the cases, students gain theskills of teamwork, independent modeling of the solution, independent reasoningand defending their opinion.
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OBJECTIVES:The objectives are listed as follows:
 Provide account of actual problem/situation an individual/group hasexperienced
 Provides a means of analyzing & solving a typical problem
 Open-ended proposition that asks the basic question – “What would youdo?” – Solution must be practical - the best you can come up with under thecircumstances
 Effective method of provoking controversy & debate on issues for whichdefinite conclusions do not exist.
WHEN TO USE IT:Many students are more inductive than deductive reasoners, which mean thatthey learn better from examples than from logical development starting with basicprinciples. The use of case studies can therefore be a very effective classroomtechnique.
HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:In the most straightforward application, the presentation of the case studyestablishes a framework for analysis. It is helpful if the statement of the caseprovides enough information for the students to figure out solutions and then toidentify how to apply those solutions in other similar situations. Instructors maychoose to use several cases so that students can identify both the similarities anddifferences among the cases.Depending on the course objectives, the instructor may encourage students tofollow a systematic approach to their analysis. For example:
 What is the issue?
 What is the goal of the analysis?
 What is the context of the problem?
 What key facts should be considered?
 What alternatives are available to the decision-maker?
 What would you recommend — and why?An innovative approach to case analysis might be to have students Role Play thepart of the people involved in the case. This not only actively engages students,but forces them to really understand the perspectives of the casecharacters. Videos or even field trips showing the venue in which the case issituated can help students to visualize the situation that they need to analyze.
REFERENCEShttps://feaweb.org/_data/files/eAdvocate/August/interactiveteaching.pdfhttp://www.bu.edu/ctl/teaching-resources/using-case-studies-to-teach/
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(VI). NAME OF THE METHOD: LAB WORK / PRACTICAL
DEFINITION:By 'practical work' we mean tasks in which students observe or manipulate realobjects or materials or they witness a teacher demonstration. Practical Work forLearning comprises a set of resources exemplifying three different approaches topractical work: argumentation, model-based inquiry, and science in theworkplace.
OBJECTIVES:Practical work can:
 Motivate pupils, by stimulating interest and enjoyment
 Teach laboratory skills
 Enhance the learning of scientific knowledge
 Give insight into scientific method and develop expertise in using it
 Develop 'scientific attitudes', such as open-mindedness and objectivity

WHEN TO USE IT:It is useful here to consider the key objective of your practical classes. Forexample: If understanding theories, concepts and processes is key then it may bepossible to substitute alternative activities when a student is unable to carry out apractical task. For example, it may be sufficient if students observe processes (inreal time, or via AV resources) rather than actually conduct them. If it is crucialthat students be able to perform the activities in question (e.g. skills basedlearning outcomes rather than theory based) then it may be necessary for allstudents to perform the task in question.
HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:Practical as any teaching and learning activity should be demonstrated. This canbe done by physically doing/demonstrating the experiment which involves atsome point the students in observing or manipulating real objects and materials.In the first category are practical tasks whose main aim is to enable students toobserve an object or material or event or phenomenon, to note some aspects of it,and perhaps be able later to recall these. Whatever work has been done duringpractical’s is to be recorded.
REFERENCES:http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-work-learning/teaching-and-learning-using-practical-workhttp://www.slideshare.net/prashantmehta371/laboratory-method-of-teaching-2516011https://www.tcd.ie/CAPSL/TIC/guidelines/teaching/classroom.php
(VII). NAME OF THE METHOD: FLIPPED LEARNING
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DEFINITION:Flipped Learning is a pedagogical approach in which direct instruction movesfrom the group learning space to individual learning space, and the resultinggroup space is transformed into a dynamic, interactive learning environmentwhere the educator guides the students as they apply concepts and engagecreatively in the subject matter.
OBJECTIVES:
 Increases student-teacher interaction

 Engages students effectively in the classroom.
 Helps students of all abilities to excel
 Allows students to pause and rewind their teacher
 Allows teachers to know their students better in terms of their strengthsand weaknesses.

 The value of a flipped class is in the repurposing of class time into aworkshop where students can inquire about lecture content, test their skillsin applying knowledge, and interact with one another in hands-on-activities.

Figure 1.1: Benefits of a Flipped Classroom
Source: http://hlwiki.slais.ubc.ca/index.php/Flipped_classroom

WHEN TO USE IT:The flipped classroom approach gives a model for making more class timeavailable for active learning. During class, you want to limit the amount of timeyou lecture, and increase the time students spend applying the day’s material tointeresting problems. Leverage the fact that everyone is in the same place at thesame time by asking students to work collaboratively on problems, giving eachother support and feedback. The main idea is to give your students a firstexposure to the day’s topic that sets them up for deeper learning during class.
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HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:

Figure 1.2: Learning Cycles of the Flipped Classroom
Source: https://ileighanne.wordpress.com/2013/01/28/learning-cycles-of-
the-flipped-classroom/
Step 1: Provide an opportunity for students to gain first exposure prior to class.The mechanism used for first exposure can vary, from simple textbook readings tolecture videos to podcasts or screencasts. For example, Grand Valley StateUniversity math professor Robert Talbert provides screencasts on class topicson his YouTube channel, while Vanderbilt computer science professor DougFisher provides his students video lectures prior to class (seeexamples here and here. These videos can be created by the instructor or foundonline from YouTube, the Khan Academy, MIT’s OpenCourseWare, Coursera, orother similar sources. The pre-class exposure doesn’t have to be high-tech,however; in the Deslauriers, Schelew, and Wieman study described above,students simply completed pre-class reading assignments.
Example video from Doug Fisher
Step 2: Provide an incentive for students to prepare for class.In all the examples cited above, students completed a task associated with theirpreparation and that task was associated with points. The assignment can vary;the examples above used tasks that ranged from online quizzes to worksheets toshort writing assignments, but in each case the task provided an incentive forstudents to come to class prepared by speaking the common language ofundergraduates: points. In many cases, grading for completion rather than effortcan be sufficient, particularly if class activities will provide students with the kindof feedback that grading for accuracy usually provides. See a blog post by CFTDirector Derek Bruff about how he gets his students to prepare for class.
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Step 3: Provide a mechanism to assess student understanding.The pre-class assignments that students complete as evidence of their preparationcan also help both the instructor and the student assess understanding. Pre-classonline quizzes can allow the instructor to practice Just-in-Time Teaching, whichbasically means that the instructor tailors class activities to focus on the elementswith which students are struggling. If automatically graded, the quizzes can alsohelp students pinpoint areas where they need help. Pre-class worksheets can alsohelp focus student attention on areas with which they’re struggling, and can be adeparture point for class activities, while pre-class writing assignments helpstudents clarify their thinking about a subject, thereby producing richer in-classdiscussions. Importantly, much of the feedback students need is provided in class,reducing the need for instructors to provide extensive commentary outside ofclass. In addition, many of the activities used during class time (e.g., clickerquestions or debates) can serve as informal checks of student understanding.
Step 4: Provide in-class activities that focus on higher level cognitive activities.If the students gained basic knowledge outside of class, then they need to spendclass time to promote deeper learning. Again, the activity will depend on thelearning goals of the class and the culture of the discipline. For example, Lage,Platt, and Treglia described experiments students did in class to illustrateeconomic principles, while Mazur and colleagues focused on student discussion ofconceptual “clicker” questions and quantitative problems focused on physicalprinciples. In other contexts, students may spend time in class engaged in debates,data analysis, or synthesis activities. The key is that students are using class timeto deepen their understanding and increase their skills at using their newknowledge.
REFERENCES:Bishop J. L. and Verleger M. A., 2013, The Flipped Classroom: A Survey of theResearch 120th ASEE Annual Conference and exposition, June 2013. Paper ID #6219Berrett D (2012). How ‘flipping’ the classroom can improve the traditionallecture. The Chronicle of Higher Education, Feb. 19, 2012.Brame, C., (2013). Flipping the classroom. Vanderbilt University Center forTeaching. Retrieved 9th July, 2016 from http://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/flipping-the-classroom/.http://www.cirtl.net/node/7788
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(VIII). NAME OF THE METHOD: PROBLEM SOLVING

DEFINITION:The process of working through details of a problem to reach a solution. ProblemSolving may include mathematical or systematic operations and can be a gauge ofan individual’s critical thinking skills.
OBJECTIVES:Problem based learning will provide you with opportunities to

 Examine and try out what you know
 Discover what you need to learn
 Develop your people skills for achieving higher performance in teams
 Improve your communications skills
 State and defend positions with evidence and sound argument
 Become more flexible in processing information and meeting obligations
 Practice skills that you will need after your education

WHEN TO USE IT:In PBL, your teacher acts as facilitator and mentor, rather than a source of"solutions."Problem based learning can be used to provide you with opportunities to:
 Examine and try out what you know
 Discover what you need to learn
 Develop your people skills for achieving higher performance in teams
 Improve your communications skills
 State and defend positions with evidence and sound argument
 Become more flexible in processing information and meeting obligationsPractice skills that you will need after your education

HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:The following is a simplified model--more detailed models are referenced below.The steps can be repeated and recycled.Steps two through five may be repeated and reviewed as new informationbecomes available and redefines the problem.Step six may occur more than once--especially when teachers place emphasis ongoing beyond "the first draft."1. Explore the issues:Your teacher introduces an "ill-structured" problem to you.Discuss the problem statement and list its significant parts.You may feel that you don't know enough to solve the problem but that is thechallenge!You will have to gather information and learn new concepts, principles, or skills asyou engage in the problem-solving process.
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2. List "What do we know?"What do you know to solve the problem?This includes both what you actually know and what strengths and capabilitieseach team member has.Consider or note everyone's input, no matter how strange it may appear: it couldhold a possibility!3. Develop, and write out, the problem statement in your own words:A problem statement should come from your/the group's analysis of what youknow, and what you will need to know to solve it. You will need:
 A written statement
 The agreement of your group on the statement
 Feedback on this statement from your instructor.(This may be optional, but is a good idea)Note: The problem statement is often revisited and edited as new information isdiscovered, or "old" information is discarded.4. List out possible solutionsList them all, then order them from strongest to weakestChoose the best one, or most likely to succeed5. List actions to be taken with a timeline
 What do we have to know and do to solve the problem?
 How do we rank these possibilities?
 How do these relate to our list of solutions?Do we agree?6. List "What do we need to know?"Research the knowledge and data that will support your solutionYou will need to information to fill in missing gaps.
 Discuss possible resourcesExperts, books, web sites, etc.
 Assign and schedule research tasks, especially deadlines
 If your research supports your solution,and if there is general agreement, go to (7). If not, go to (4)7. Write up your solution with its supporting documentation, and submit it.You may need to present your findings and/or recommendations to a group oryour classmates.This should include the problem statemWith PBL, your teacher presents you with a problem, not lectures or assignmentsor exercises. Since you are not handed "content", your learning becomes active inthe sense that you discover and work with content that you determine to benecessary to solve the problem.
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REFERENCES:http://www.studygs.net/pbl.htmhttps://www.verywell.com/what-is-problem-solving-2795485
(IX). NAME OF THE METHOD: POGIL
DEFINITION:Process Oriented Guided Inquiry learning (POGIL) is a structured approach thatrequires students to work in self-managed teams to explore content in a mannerthat requires them to solve problems, conduct analysis, and cooperate to drawvalid conclusions.
OBJECTIVES:

 Students work in small groups on specially-designed activities intended todevelop mastery of both course content and key process skills.
 Targeted process skills include: information processing, critical thinking,problem solving, teamwork, communication, management, and assessment.

WHEN TO USE IT:Because students are using the content to solve a structured problem or set ofquestions rather than being given the content via a lecture, they are more like tograsp the relevance of the content.
HOW TO USE IT/IMPLEMENTATION/WORKING:(1) Groups (3-4 students) can be generated several ways:- randomly- heterogeneous groupings based on gradesa) high, low, and middleb) high and middle; middle and low(2) Group members rotate through group roles over a period of time

 keep groups together (unless major problem) for a unit
 Give incentives to make sure all group members put in effortsunderstand concepts – bonus point on quizzes all students in a group
 Manager – actively participates, keeps team on task, distributeswork/responsibilities, assures that team members participate andunderstand
 Recorder – actively participates, prepares written reflection/self-assessment report in consultation with team
 Reporter – actively participates, communicates with instructor andpresents reports to the class when necessaryThe POGIL approach includes:1.) Faculty provided-model and related content;2.) Specific problem or defined set of questions for small groups tosolve/answer with little guidance from the instructor. While there are anynumber of student-centered classroom techniques, POGIL is unique in that itmakes students responsible for their own learning, in collaborative teams, so it
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helps them develop group process skills while they are gaining contentknowledge.
REFERENCES:Lee, Virginia S. (2012). Inquiry-guided learning: New directions for teaching and
learning. San Francisco Jossey-Bass.Atkinson, M. P., & Hunt, A. N. (2008). Inquiry-guided learning in sociology.
Teaching Sociology, 36(1), 1-7.Retrieved fromhttp://search.proquest.com.ezproxy.rit.edu/docview/223512927?accountid=108Johnson, C. (2011). Activities using process-oriented guided inquiry learning(POGIL) in the foreign language classroom. Die Unterrichtspraxis, 44(1), 30-IV.Retrieved fromhttp://search.proquest.com.ezproxy.rit.edu/docview/878895308?accountid=108

***
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EVALUATION MODES
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METHODS OF ASSESSMENT TO BE USED FOR THE COURSES AT PARVATIBAI
CHOWGULE COLLEGETo check the understanding of the students and to improve studentlearning, measuring the learning outcomes in knowledge, skills, attitudes andbeliefs becomes an important factor. Assessment therefore is an on-goingevaluation process aimed at checking the same. The design of assessmentindirectly determines the quality of their learning. For the Intra-SemesterAssessments (ISAs) of the course, the following assessment methodscan be usedbased on the intended learning outcome of the course.Parvatibai Chowgule College is constantly pursuing excellence in Teaching-Learning-Evaluation so that it caters to different types of learners and also bringabout qualitative change across the departments in the institute. In view of thisthe IQAC of the College organized several workshops on blooms taxonomy,Problem based learning, ICT in teaching etc. For enabling faculty members toadopt different modeds of evaluation to assess the students, the IQAC organisedtwo workhops in July 2018 on "Modes of Evaluation/Assessments- I” and Modesof Evaluation/Assessments- II” on 6th July 2018 and 20th July 2018 respectively.The resource persons for the workshop were IQAC members Dr. Nandini vazFernandes and Dr. Sachin Moraes. The faculty members were explained 10different modes which can be adopted for assessment of students. The resourceperson explained the structure, the process, guidelines for teachers, guidelines forstudents and rubrics for all the 15 modes.1. OPEN BOOK EXAM (OBE)2. MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ)3. STUDENT PRESENTATIONS4. SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS5. ASSIGNMENTS6. PORTFOLIOS7. CASE STUDY8. GOBBET9. POSTER / CHART / MODEL10. CONCEPT/MIND MAPS11. ASSIGNMENT12. PRACTICAL13. PROBLEM BASED LEARNING14. PROJECT BASED LEARNING15. ENACT/SKIT/DEMOThese modes can be chosen based on the intended learning outcome of the course
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STRUCTURE AND PROCESS OF CONDUCTING THE ASSESSMENTS:The following approach should be adopted for conducting the different modes ofassessment.
1) OPEN BOOK EXAM (OBE):

What it is: Open book exams allow student to take notes, texts or resourcematerials into an exam hall. It is focused on one’s ability to:
 Find and apply information and knowledge and
 Think critically (assessing higher cognitive abilities of a student).

OPTION 1:
Structure:

 Maximum marks: 20
o Time duration: 60 minutes.
o No. of questions: 04
o Type of questions:

 Q1- from higher order of Blooms taxonomy
 Q 2 and Q 3: essay type questions.

o Type of test: May be Restricted (1 book / 1 set of notes) orunrestricted (unlimited documents / text books).
OPTION 2:
Structure:
 Maximum marks: 20

o Time duration: 60 minutes.
o No. of questions: 02
o Type of questions:

 Q1 and Q 2 both from higher order of Blooms taxonomy.
o Type of test: May be Restricted (1 book / 1 set of notes) orunrestricted (unlimited documents / text books).

Process:
 Exam will be conducted during the regular lecture schedule.
 Permitted material: Books, Reference material, CLAAP notes, webresources.
 Use of electronic devices, such as laptop, tab, I pad, palmtop, smartwatches, mobile phone, or any other electronic device/ gadget at theexamination hall/room, will be permitted at the discretion of the coursefaculty.
 Candidates will not be allowed to consult their fellow examinees orexchange their study material/notes, etc. with each other in theexamination hall nor communicate with each other for any purpose.
 Assessment will be based on the student’s ability to effectively answer thequestions in the stipulated time.

Guidelines for teachers:
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 During course teaching, shift the focus from teaching a body ofinformation to teaching how to process and apply it
 Model questions should be provided to students on CLAAP for referenceof the candidates.
 Formulate ‘good’ questions. Ask ‘why’ and ‘how’ ratherthan ‘what’ type ofquestions (Refer to Blooms taxonomy).
 Frame questions such that answers cannot be obtained by copying textdirectly from single section of the book.
 Review the questions framed by you and get one or two of yourcolleagues to react to them critically.
 Guide students not resort to rote learning, mark important passages inbooks, or bring along solved model questions etc.
 Explain the rubric of assessment to students beforehand,

RUBRIC OF ASSESSMENT:
The student can be graded based on their ability of:

Comprehension
(25%)

Synthesis
(25%)

Application
(50%)Excellent(70% andabove) Demonstrated completeknowledge of concepts orprinciples of the course; showed athorough and excellentunderstanding in interpretation ofthe content from textbooks, notesand other learning materials

Demonstrated excellentability to look at anissue from differentdimensions, andgenerated innovativeideas apart fromsearching fromtextbooks

Demonstrated competentability to elaborate andreflect on what they havelearned and applied it in thecontext of the questions
Average
(69 – 50%)

Reflected most of the knowledge or
main points of concepts or
principles; showed a good
understanding in interpretation of
the content from textbooks, notes,
and other learning materials

Showed good ability toinvestigate an issuefrom variousdimensions; attemptedto generate ideas apartfrom searching fromtextbooks

Attempted to elaborate, butmostly summed up what theyhave learned and applied it inthe context of the questions
Below
average
(49 – 30%)

Showed partial knowledge ofsome points of the concepts orprinciples; showed a basicunderstanding in interpretationfrom textbooks, notes, and otherlearning materials
Showed fair ability tolook at an issue fromdifferent dimensions,but mostly base on theresources fromtextbooks

Showed a general descriptionof what they found fromtextbooks; attempted toapply what they have learnedin the context of questions
Poor
(below
30%)

Showed minimal knowledge ofconcepts or principles; showed apoor understanding ininterpretation from textbooks,notes, and other learningmaterials
Showed very limitedability to investigate anissue from differentdimensions

Showed a poorunderstanding of what theyhave learned and failed toapply it in the context ofquestions
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2) MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ):
What it is:Multiple choice questions (MCQs) are a form of assessment forwhich students are asked to select one or more of the choices from a list ofanswers. MCQs are typically used for assessing knowledge only.MCQs areusually used as formative assessments during class.

OPTION 1: For assessing Knowledge
Structure:

 Maximum marks: 20
 Time duration: 10 minutes.
 No. of questions: 20
 Type of questions:

o Choose the correct option
o Incomplete sentence to be completed with options.

 Type of options:
o 4 options for each question.
o Of the 4 options 1 should be key and 3 distractors.

 Objective exams can be different in style. For example, multiplechoice, true-false, matching and sentence completion are all objectiveexams.
OPTION 2: For Assessing understanding
Structure:

 Maximum marks: 20
 Time duration: 20 minutes.
 No. of questions: 20
 Type of questions:

o Calculation based questions
 Type of options:

o 4 options for each question.
o Of the 4 options 1 should be key and 3 distractors.

Process:
 Exam will be conducted during the regular lecture schedule.
 Candidates are prohibited to bring in any electronic devices, such aslaptop, tab, I pad, palmtop, smart watches, mobile phone, or any otherelectronic device/ gadget at the examination hall/room.
 Candidates will not be allowed to consult their fellow examinees orexchange their materials with each other in the examination hall norcommunicate with each other for any purpose.

Guidelines for teachers:
 Avoid giving clues to the correct answer. The sequence of the questions canbe changed to prepare more than 03 or more sets of question papers.
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3) STUDENT PRESENTATIONS

What it is:Presentation is the process of showing and explaining the content of a topic to anaudience or a group of audiences. It is often used to assess student learning inindividual or group work / research projects. Presentation is an effective methodto improve students at public speaking.
Structure:

 Presentation assessment usually consists of a topic for the student toresearch, discuss and present.
 Question and answer session is usually included after the presentation.
 This measures the ability of students to respond, think under pressure andmanage discussion.
 Sometimes it is in this part of the presentation that the student showshis/her in-depth knowledge of the topic and presentation skills.
 A good presentation is usually expected to consist of:

 Introduction/ Aims/Objectives
 Major points and ideas explained and summarized
 Results/Related points/Issues/or others depending on the topic
 Conclusion – future work
 The presentation should be present in the time allowed

Process:
 The rubric of assessment and guidelines should be made known to thestudents well in advance.
 The presentation will be presented by an individual or all members in thegroup.
 Presentation will be followed by questioning session.
 Cross-questioning of presenters many be both, by teachers and other students.

Guidelines for teachers:
 Use when the skills of live presentation when itsis relevant to the courseoutcome and when the audience for the presentation is likely to learnsomething from it.
 Assessment can be ideally undertaken within class time.
 Presentation takes relative amount of time for the students to presentduring contact hours, thus this is usually not the best method for a largeclass.
 Ensure the students know what the primary objective of the presentationassessment is.
 Expalin the structure and guidelines that need to be followed.
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 Be clear and transparent about the assessment criteria/marking scheme, byuploading it on CLAAP and by announcing it to students before the date ofassessment.
 Ensure that the presentation is the students's own work and notdownloaded from webresources.
 A soft/hard copy of the student’s presentation should be maintained by thecourse faculty.

Guidelines for students:
 All the students have to follow the defined structure of a student’spresentation.
 All students have to compulsorily ask questions to presenter.
 The presentation is the students's own work and not downloaded fromwebresources.
 Read the assessmnet criteria and prepare for the presentation accordingly.
 Presentation may be presented by an individual or all members in thegroup, as instructed by course faculty.

RUBRIC OF ASSESSMENT:Rollno. Content (marks obtainedare same for all groupmembers)(30%)
Skills of presentation(Individual)(30%) Ability to answerquestions(Individual)(30%)

Askingquestions topresenter(Individual)(10%)12
4) SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

What it is: Short-answer questions are open-ended questions that requirestudents to create an answer. They are commonly used in examinations toassess the basic knowledge and understanding (low cognitive levels) of a topicbefore more in-depth assessment questions are asked on the topic.
Structure:

 Short Answer Questions do not have a generic structure.
 Questions may require answers such as:

o Complete the sentence,
o Supply the missing word,
o Short descriptive or qualitative answers,
o Diagrams with explanations etc.

 The answer is usually short, from one word to a few lines.
 Often students may answer in bullet form.
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Guidelines for teachers:
• Short Answer Questions are relatively fast to mark.
 Short Answer Questions can be used as part of a formative andsummative assessment.
 Design short answer items which are appropriate assessment of thelearning objective
 Make sure the content of the short answer question measures knowledgeappropriate to the desired learning goal.
 Express the questions with clear wordings and language which areappropriate to the student population.
 Ensure there is only one clearly correct answer in each question.
 Ensure that the item clearly specifies how the question should beanswered:

o Student should answer it briefly and concisely using a single wordor short phrase?
o Is the question given a specific number of blanks for students toanswer.

 Consider whether the positioning of the item blank promote efficientscoring.
 Write the instructions clearly so as to specify the desired knowledge andspecificity of response.
 Set the questions explicitly and precisely.
 Direct questions are better than those which require completing thesentences.
 Questions which Requires working out:

o For numerical answers, let the students know if they will receivemarks for showing partial work (process based).
o or only the results (product based), also indicated the importanceof the units.

 Let the students know what your marking style is:
o Is bullet point format acceptable?
o Or does it have to be an essay format?
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5) ASSIGNMENT:

What it is:It is a technique which can be usually used in teaching and learning process.It is an instructional technique comprises the guided information, self learning,writing skills and report preparation among the learner.
Types:Different types of assignments have their own structure and features.• Research essay• Literature review• Annotated bibliography• Reflective journal• Critical review or analytical review• Case study• Lab/practical or experiment write up• Project report
Structure:• Abstract• Introduction• Methods• Results• Discussion• Summary• References
RUBRIC OF ASSESSMENT (With example of Assignment on ‘My Family’):

Sr.N
o

Criteria Excellent= 80-
100%

Good= 60-79% Fair= 40-59% Poor =Below  40%

1. Format- 6Indicators (3Mks) 5 to 6 areProvided 4 Indicators 3 Indicators 2 Indicators
2. Abstract/Introduction (3mks) Abstract/Introductionprovides acomprehensiveprécis of theassignment with aproper co-relationship

Abstract/Introduction covers almost allthe aspects of theassignment
Abstract/Introduction covers fewaspects of theassignment

No Abstract isprovided

• Abstract
• Introduction
• Main text body
• Summary
• ReferencesOR
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3. My Self Covers all-4aspects of theevolution of selfand a detail co-relationship withother aspects
Covers 3 aspects ofthe evolution of selfand a detail co-relationship withother aspects

Covers 2 aspectsof the evolution ofself and a detailco-relationshipwith other aspects
Covers 2 aspects ofthe evolution of self

4 Family Covers all-4aspects of theevolution ofFamily and a detailco-relationshipwith other aspects
Covers 3 aspects ofthe evolution ofFamily and a detailco-relationship withother aspects

Covers 2 aspectsof the evolution offamily and a detailco-relationshipwith other aspects
Covers 2 aspects ofthe evolution ofFamily

6) PORTFOLIOS
What it is:A portfolio is a collection of student’s work which gives evidence to show how thestudent can meet the specified learning outcomes. A typical portfolio consists ofwork selected by the student, reasons for selecting these works and self-reflectionon the learning process. Portfolio is a developmental process, thus it is not onlythe product that the student or teacher assess upon but also the learning processin which the student develops during the given period. Portfolio is an assessmentmethod that monitors the growth and development of student learning.Portfolio is an assessment method which gives students the opportunity to beresponsible for their own learning. Students often develop a proud ownership oftheir work.• It shifts teacher’s focus from comparative ranking to improvingunderstanding via feedback.• Learning should not be all about the end result, portfolio is one of thoseassessment methods which allow students to demonstrate more than the endresult – a process orientated method.• A portfolio assessment is sometimes followed by an oral assessment.
Structure:Two common Types of Assessment Portfolios:1. Documentation Portfolio is to highlight the development and improvement ofstudent learning during a given period of time. It often contains a range ofartefacts from brainstormed lists to rough drafts to finished products.2. Process Portfolio is similar to documentation portfolio, in which it contains allthe evidences required to prove the learning outcomes in the given time, inaddition, it integrates reflection and higher-order cognitive activities. Itemphasizes metacognitive functioning and encourages students to become activeparticipants in understanding their own learning. Process portfolio often containsdocumentation of reflection such as learning logs, journals and diaries.
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Process:
 Ensure the students know what the objectives of the portfolio assessment are.
 Provide students the time period, guidelines, requirements, assessment criteriaand if there are items that are not to be included.
 Give Feedback. It is very important for a good portfolio assessment.

RUBRIC OF ASSESSMENT:
The student can be
graded based on their
ability of

Scores / Grading

Excellent
(70% and above)

Average
(69 – 50%)

Below average
(49 – 30%)

Poor
(Below 30%)1) Table of content(5%) Table of Contents iscomplete and agreeswith the locations ofall work/artifacts

Table ofContents ispresent, butincomplete
Content given inhaphazardmanner No Table ofContents. Papershave a confusingarrangement2) Overview section/Mindmap of the entirework done / outline ofthe procedure adopted.(20%)

- Includes properPlan/ protocol.- Clear precisemindmap.- Well establishedprotocols.
- Includesproper Plan/protocol buthaphazardrepresentation.

- No Concretework plan.- No standardprotocoladopted.
-Nomethodologyadopted, and isjustdocumentationof text fromweb/book.3) Main text/Fieldwork outcome/data representation/documentation offindings(50%)

- Well documenteddata.- Clear and preciserepresentation of allactivities done toattain the learningoutcome.

- Documentedsystematicallybut the datarepresenteddoes notcompletelyindicateachievement oflearningobjective

- Data justrepresentedwithout clearinterpretationor analysis.
- Incompletedata andnecessaryobjectives notmet.

4) Reflection on thelearning, Summary andconclusion(25%)
Clear precisesummary ofworkdone andlearning outcomeachieved

Summary ofwork donefurnished butand learningoutcome metpartially.
Summary given.Reflection givendoes not meetthe requirementof the objectiveof the course

Incorrectanalysis /interpretationand conclusion
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7) CASE STUDY:

What it is: The aim of case study is to help students demonstrate the theoreticalconcepts in real-life issues. Students can also develop various generic skills, suchas decision making and practical skills through the case study.
Structure: A case study may consist of the following sections:

1) Objective: The expected learning outcomes of the case that teachers wanttheir students to develop (e.g. the application to the theory into a scenario).2) Description of the case: It can be in the forms of diagram, newspaperjournals and a scenario presented within a short paragraph. Of course, thecase may not always be an exact mimic of real- life scenario. It is alsopossible that the case study is presented with some questions andinstructions.3) Preparation and Analysis: teachers can provide the case study and somerelated questions to student. Students have to prepare research materialsand analyze the piece given in their own time.4) Discussion: If case study is practiced as a group activity, students can discusstheir analysis and opinions with other group members in differentperspectives.5) Presentation: Students may report their analysis, findings and discussionthrough short presentation, poster, essay, debate and worksheet.6) Conclusion: Students conclude their findings and their views of the case.
Guidelines for teachers:

 Decide the topics, objectives, skills and learning outcomes that students willaccomplish.
 Create a case that students can apply the theoretical concept, ensure it isactually feasible. Provide a few questions for students to do their analysis
 Decide the case study can be given as individual activity or group activity.
 As real-life cases are complex and open to different disciplines and opinions,there may be no right or authoritative answer in some scenarios, studentsmay give answers that are innovative and out of the course context
 Make sure to provide guidelines and explanations to students as some ofthem may be unfamiliar with this teaching and learning approach.
 Clear grading criteria and also specify whether they need to present theiranalysis in the forms of oral presentation or short report, a poster or evendebate with other groups.
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Criteria Poor(Below 30%) Belowaverage(49 – 30%) Average(69 – 50%) Excellent(70% andabove)
1) Clear explanation of key
strategic issues : 20%
•  The problems, scope, and

seriousness was clearly
identified in the discussions.

•  There was a well focused
diagnosis of strategic issues
and key problems that
demonstrated a good grasp of
the company’s present
situation and strategic issues.

•  Effective Executive Summary
•  Did not waste space

summarizing information
already found in the case.

Shows little
understanding of
the issues, key
problems, and
the company’s
present situation
and strategic
issues.
Executive
summary
missing or
poorly
constructed

Shows some
understandin
g of the
issues, key
problems,
and the
company’s
present
situation and
strategic
issues.
Executive
summary
inadequate

Shows
adequate
knowledge of
the issues,
key
problems,
and the
company’s
present
situation and
strategic
issues.
Executive
summary
adequate

Shows
superior
knowledge of
the issues,
key
problems,
and the
company’s
present
situation and
strategic
issues.
Effective
Executive
Summary

2) Valid arguments; analysis of
financial performance with
relevant supportive detail: 20%
 Logically organized, key points,key arguments, and importantcriteria for evaluating businessstrategies were easily identified
 Critical issues and key problemsthat supported the CaseAnalysis were identified andclearly analyzed and supported.

Critical issues andkey problemsthat supportedthe Case Analysiswere poorlyidentified,analyzed, andsupported.

Critical issuesand keyproblems thatsupported theCase Analysiswere notclearlyidentified,analyzed, andsupported.

Critical issuesand keyproblems thatsupported theCase Analysiswere partiallyidentified,analyzed, andsupported.

Critical issuesand keyproblems thatsupported theCase Analysiswere clearlyidentified,analyzed, andsupported.
3) Appropriate analysis,
evaluation, synthesis for the
specific industry identified: 20%
 There was complete data onwhich to base a thoroughanalysis
 Key change drivers underlyingthe issues were identified.
 Synthesis, analysis, andevaluations were clearlypresented and supported in aliterate and effective manner.

Analysis of keychange driversand theunderlying theissuesinadequate.
Analysis ofkey changedrivers andtheunderlyingthe issueswere notidentified.

Analysis ofkey changedrivers andtheunderlyingthe issueswere partiallyidentified

Analysis ofkey changedrivers andtheunderlyingthe issueswere clearlyidentified
4) Conclusions and
recommendations are
congruent with strategic
analysis : 20%
 Specific recommendationsand/or plans of actionprovided.
 Specific data or facts werereferred to when necessary tosupport the analysis andconclusions.
 Recommendations andconclusions were presentedand supported in a literate andeffective manner.

Effectiverecommendations and/or plans ofaction notprovided.Specific data orfacts necessary tosupport theanalysis andconclusions wasnot provided.

Effectiverecommendations and/orplans ofactioninadequate.Specific dataor facts werenot referredwhennecessary tosupport theanalysis andconclusions.

Effectiverecommendations and/orplans ofaction werepartiallyprovided.Specific dataor facts wereoccasionallyreferred whennecessary tosupport theanalysis andconclusions.

Effectiverecommendations,solutions,and/or plansof action wereprovided.Specific dataor facts werereferredwhennecessary tosupport theanalysis andconclusions.
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5) Proper organization,
professional writing, and logical
flow of analysis. APA
formatting:20%
 Logically organized, key points,key arguments, and importantcriteria for evaluating thebusiness logic easily identified.
 Key points were supported witha well thought out rationalebased on applying specificconcepts or analyticalframeworks to the dataprovided in the case.
 Proper grammar, spelling,punctuation, 3rd personobjective view, professionalwriting, and syntax.

Key points werepoorly identifiedand supportedwith a wellthought outrationale basedon applyingspecific conceptsor analyticalframeworks tothe data providedin the case.Grammar,spelling,punctuation,professionalwriting, andsyntax needssignificantimprovement

Key pointswere notidentified andsupportedwith a wellthought outrationalebased onapplyingspecificconcepts oranalyticalframeworksto the dataprovided inthe case.Grammar,spelling,punctuation,professionalwriting, andsyntax needsimprovement

Key pointswere partiallyidentified andsupportedwith a wellthought outrationalebased onapplyingspecificconcepts oranalyticalframeworksto the dataprovided inthe case.Adequategrammar,spelling,punctuation,professionalwriting, andsyntax

Key pointswere clearlyidentified andsupportedwith a wellthought outrationalebased onapplyingspecificconcepts oranalyticalframeworksto the dataprovided inthe case.Excellentgrammar,spelling,punctuation,professionalwriting, andsyntax
8) GOBBET:

What it is: A gobbet can often be a passage of literature, an image, a cartoon, aphotograph, a map or an artefact which provides a context for analysis, translationor discussion in an assessment.
• A gobbet can often be:

– a passage of literature,
– an image,
– a cartoon,
– a photograph,
– a map or
– an Artefact

• It should provide a context for analysis, translation or discussion in anassessment.
Time: As is decided by Course faculty (based on the rigour involved)
Structure:Three gobbets are equivalent to one essay question in terms of time in anassessment. The art of setting a good gobbet assessment depends on the gobbetthe assessor chooses. A good piece of gobbet must be carefully selected toillustrate a particular theme. An answer to a gobbet is not a summary or
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paraphrase of the piece; unlike an essay it does not usually include anintroduction and a conclusion. It is a precise and focused piece of writing thatprovides the context, meaning and signficance. Disciplines such as history orarchaeology, geography, languages, physics, economics, maths, and biologicalscience often use gobbets to assess students on their deep understanding of thesubject, giving students the opportunity to think, extract and analyze.
Guidelines for teachers:

 Ensure the students know what the objectives of the assessment are.
 Inform students that the gobblet should involve evaluation of theinformation and not paraphrasing what is already in the piece.
 Students need to be advised to:

o Include cross-references to any other primary sources, written.
o feel free to answer in bullet-point form
o Be PRECISE, CONCISE and STRICT about only sticking to relevantinformation.

 Provide students the time period, guidelines and assessment criteria.
 Along with the photo/map/scene/artifact, series of questions can be asked(lower and higher order of Blooms taxonomy).
 Eg: Students, may be told to analyse a map / photograph/scene / cartoon/artifact to get the answer for the following:

– What clues are in the picture to establish time and place?
– What is happening in the picture?
– What is the significance of the event?
– What can and what cannot be learnt from the picture?
– Why do you think the picture was produced?
– What message is the picture trying to communicate?

 Prepare a structured marking sheet.
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RUBRIC OF ASSESSMENT:

MARKING
RUBRICS

Excellent
(70% and above)

Average
(69 – 50%)

Below average
(49 – 30%)

Poor
(Below 30%)

Context:
(5%)

Outstanding graspand a matureunderstanding ofthe gobbet and itscontexts
Comments on thenature, authorship,and other materialpertinent to thecontext andinterpretation ofthe piece

Make somepertinentcomments on thenature, authorship,and other relevantaspects of thegobbet.

Fails to expand onthe nature,authorship, andother issuesrelevant to thegobbet.
Analysis:

(30%)
Clear, coherent andcompelling analysis Demonstratesfamiliarity with thearea underdiscussion

Demonstratessome familiaritywith the areaunder discussion
May paraphraserather than analysethe gobbet underdiscussion

Meaning:
(30%)

Comprehensivecoverage. This maybe achieved bycitation
Identify the pointof the document orthe theme that itillustrates

Identify the pointof the gobbet – thesubject or thetheme which itillustrates
Fails to identify thepoint or the themeof the piece

Citation:
(5%)

Economic andeffective use of allmaterial cited Substantiates thepoints that aremade fromevidence
Contains somecitation but notappropriately usedto substantiate thepiece

Contains nocitation
Significance:

(30%)
Identifies thegobbet’ssignificance in anindependent,distinctive, andauthoritative way

Explores some ofthe significance ofthe gobbet withreference to suchissues as typicality,representativeness, uniqueness,reliability, bias

Touches on thewider significance Fails to identify thegobbet’s widersignificance
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9) POSTER / CHART / MODEL:

What it is:Poster is the process of showing the content and the findings of a topic to an audience ora group of audiences at different times. It is often used to assess student learning ingroup research projects. Peer and tutor assessment can be used as part of the gradingprocess.
Structure:Poster assessment usually involves a topic for the student to research and presenton a poster. Although question and answer sessions are uncommon, students aresometimes requested to stand by their posters to explain their findings. Posterassessments are expected to be brief and attractive.

Process:
• A good poster usually expected to have the following two characteristics:

– Good contents
– Good and clear visuals
– Creativity.
– Concise summarize.

• Explain the rubric of assessment to the students (can be uploaded on CLAAP /Google classroom).
• Ensure the students know what the primary objective of the posterassessment is, if not students may overspend their time on the visual effects,and not on the actual content.
• Poster assessment encourages creativity.

Guidelines for teacher:
• A poster can be assessed based on the criteria given to students beforehand.
• Let the students know if they are required to be around for posterexplanation.
• Let students know the assessment criteria and marking scheme, thestudents should also be aware of who is going to assess them – tutor,peers and/or self.
• A structured marking sheet should be provided for all assessors (if goingto be asssesed by peers)
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RUBRIC OF ASSESSMENT:

Criteria Excellent
(70% and above)

Average
(69 – 50%)

Below average
(49 – 30%)

Poor
(Below 30%)

Presentation of
Research
(30%)

Prominentlypositionstitle/authors ofpaper thoroughlybut conciselypresents main pointsof introduction,hypotheses/propositions,research methods,results, andconclusions in awell-organizedmannerNarration and/oranswering ofquestions isengaging, thorough,and adds greatly tothe presentation

Containstitle/authors ofpaper adequatelypresents mainpoints ofintroduction,hypotheses/proposition,research methods,results, andconclusions in afairly well-organized mannerNarration and/oranswering ofquestions isadequate and addsto the presentation

Contains title/authors ofpaper presents mainpoints of introduction,hypotheses/propositions, researchmethods, results, andconclusions but not assufficiently and not aswell-organizedNarration and/oranswering of questionsis somewhat lacking

Title/authors absentDoes not sufficientlypresent main pointsof introduction,hypotheses/propositions,research methods,results, andconclusions and is notwell-organizedNarration and/oranswering ofquestions is lacking

Visual
Presentation
(50%)

Overall visuallyappealing; notcluttered; colors andpatterns enhancereadability; Usesfont sizes/variationswhich facilitate theorganization,presentation, andreadability of theresearchGraphics (e.g., tables,figures, etc.) areengaging andenhance the textcontent is clearlyarranged so that theviewer canunderstand orderwithout narration

Overall visuallyappealing; notcluttered; colorsand patternssupport readabilityAdequate use offontsizes/variations tofacilitate theorganization,presentation, andreadability of theresearchGraphics (e.g.tables, figures, etc.)enhance the textcontent is arrangedso that the viewercan understandorder withoutnarration

Visual appeal isadequate; somewhatcluttered; colors andpatterns detract fromreadabilityUse of fontsizes/variations tofacilitate theorganization,presentation, andreadability of theresearch is somewhatinconsistent/distractionsGraphics (e.g., tables,figures, etc.) adequatelyenhance the textContent arrangement issomewhat confusing anddoes not adequatelyassist the viewer inunderstanding orderwithout narration

Not very visuallyappealing; cluttered;colors and patternshinder readabilityUse of fontsizes/variations tofacilitate theorganization,presentation, andreadability of theresearch isinconsistent/distractingGraphics (e.g., tables,figures, etc.) do notenhance the textContent arrangementis somewhatconfusing and doesnot adequately assistthe viewer inunderstanding orderwithout narration
Documentation
of Sources,
Quality of
Sources
(15%)

Cites all dataobtained from othersources. APA citationstyle is accurate
Cites most dataobtained fromother sources. APAcitation style isaccurate

Cites some dataobtained from othersources.Citation style is eitherinconsistent orincorrect.
Does not cite sources.

Spelling &
Grammar
(05%)

No spelling &grammar mistakes Minimal spelling &grammar mistakes Noticeable spelling andgrammar mistakes Excessive spellingand/or grammarmistakes
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10) CONCEPT MAPS:
What it is:

– A concept map is a hierarchical form of structure diagram that illustratesconceptual knowledge and their relationships within a specific topic fromgeneral to specific concepts.
– It consists of concept labels which are connected together by lines, theselines are labeled with directions.
– The core element of a concept map is a proposition, which consists of two ormore concepts connected by a labeled link which  are then branched out toform a larger structure that provides the whole picture.
– This may be considered as a component of other modes of assessments:
– Eg: Component of assignment, component of portfolio etc.

Process:
– Offer a topic / chapter to the students and make them draw concept mapsof the entire chapter / topic.
– Students can draw the concept maps using softwares available(E-Draw,Mindmap etc).
– “Picture tells a thousand words”; graphic representations are usuallyeasier to understand and retain.
– It can be used in a large class setting either individually or collaboratively,by giving the students a partially filled concept map, or a few concepts tofill on the maps.
– It is an active assessment.
– By understanding the whole picture, how each concept is related and sub-related to each other which are illustrated in a hierarchical framework,learners will find deep learning.

Guidelines for teachers:
– Introduce concept map to students if you are planning to use them asassessments.
– introduce concept map to them
– Demonstrate the use of softwares (method of construction).
– Ensure the students know what the objectives of the assessment are.

o Provide students:
o the time period,
o guidelines,
o requirements,
o assessment criteria

Download the software from; http://www.edrawsoft.com/freemind.php

***
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Web Reference and Resources referred:
 Race, P., Brown, S., & Smith, B. (2005). 500 Tips on assessment. Routledge Falmer Taylor &Francis Group: London and New York.
 Centre for Development of Teaching and Learning (CDTL), National University of Singaporehttp://www.cdtl.nus.edu.sg/Handbook/Assess/obe.htm
 Centre for Learning and Teaching, Manchester metropolitan Universityhttp://www.celt.mmu.ac.uk/assessment/design/open_book.php
 Learning and Teaching Resource Centre, The Hong Kong Polytechnic Universityhttp://www.polyu.edu.hk/assessment/arc/
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BEST PRACTICES
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BEST PRACTICE AREA: TEACHING LEARNING EVALUATION

1. Tile of the Practice: FLIPPED CLASSROOM AS A COOPERATIVE LEARNING
STRATEGY (CLS)

2. Objectives of the Practice:To shift learners from passive learning (traditional classroom) to active learning (flippedlearning, blended learning). To engage learners in higher order activities – cooperativeand collaborative learning strategies, peer learning and problem based learning.a) To move students away from passive learning and towards active learning byencouraging collaboration and peer learning.b) To change the teacher’s role from an information giver to a facilitator.
3. The Context:Certain content of the course is flipped so that students have access to it outside theclassroom, which the facilitator uses change the instructional paradigm within theclassroom from a lower-order construct to a higher-order construct. The flippedclassroom methodology of teaching-learning encourages collaborative learning. Thepresent Flipped Classroom practice is description of the process adopted by Mr. AndrewBarreto, of department of English.
4. The Practice:This method is being used in most of my courses, but I will give the example of theEnglish Language and Literature course conducted at the sixth semester. This course isan elective for those who wish to learn about teaching.

An unique video is created by Mr. Andrew to introduce students to Flipped Learning,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qY_-TDRoUUQ along with other OERs, uploadedinto the institutional LMS – Google Classroom. The learners are then guided in theclassroom through the salient features of Flipped Learning, and the various structuresusing Cooperative Learning Strategies.
The method requires Out-of-class activities, In-class activities (CLS) andappropriate evaluations. Through this method, a variety of Web 2.0 tools are used toengage students. He used EdPuzzle, Poll Everywhere, along with the use of GoogleClassroom as formative evaluations, while using an ePortfolio as a final summativeevaluation.

 Outcomes: Students are self-learners, associated employable soft-skills and hard-skilss are honed as well.
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 Question paper (CA) : Students have to create their own flipped class based on atopic of their choice, using web 2.0 tools to use in class, as well as CL Strategies,and creating an assessment which tests higher order thinking.
 Rubrics: Students are scored on Content (Use of content, appropriateness ofamount of content, use of CLS), Structure (Use of AV medium, whether there is anintroduction, body and conclusion, as well as link to previous or forthcomingmaterial/oers), References (MLA styled), Engagement (Whether students areengaging with the material).

Links to videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qY_-TDRoUUQ

5. Evidence of SuccessThrough this activity, the students were able to develop team-work skills. In addition, thestudents were able to self-learn several topics on the concerned subject/course. Thesuccess of this method prompted conduct of workshop on ‘Flipped Classroom’ for theFaculty of Lifesciences. The college also conducted many workshops on Flippedclassroom.This method is currently followeb by multiple departments Viz. English, Zoology, Botany,Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Geography.
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Requireda) Problems Encountered:

 Encouraging the students to participate in the activity. It is sometimesdifficult to motivate the students to participate wholeheartedly in theactivity. Therefore, it is essential for the faculty instructor to identifyresources that are interesting to the students.
 Time allocation: The flipped classroom activity requires substantial timefor its conduct. This is difficult in an environment where there are a limited
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number of lecture slots available. Hence, this CLS activity cannot beconducted on a regular basis and on substantial amount of syllabus matter.
 In addition, it is also difficult to assess the students.

b) Resources Required:
 Resources pertaining to the syllabus in: (i) physical copy and/or (ii) Audio-Visual resources. ***



BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING- LEARNING- EVALUATION

1. Title of the Practice: ASSIGNMENT WRITING AND EVALUATION

2. Objectives:A systematic approach of assignment writing is devised with the main objective ofenabling students to understand the method of academic writing and enhance theirwriting skills.
3. The ContextThe process of assignment writing descrined here is the technique devised by Dr.Nandkumar Sawant. The practice involves methodical process of formulating an outlineconsisting of Abstract, Introduction, Discussion, Conclusion and Bibliography. The teacher alsogives set of instructions which meed to be followed by the students.The topic of assignment given bu t
4. The PracticeThe teacher first gives the topic of assignment to the student. Formulation of the topic is alsocompreghensive which reflects exhaustive work to be done by the students. Good assignmenttopic aslo involves hands on activity by the students and incorporation of the report in the same.
The skeletal frame work of an assignment:Write up Assignment must contain the following:1. Abstract2.Introduction3.Discussion4.Conclusion5.BibliographyExpectedReferences Out of the references cited below, each assignment must contain at least 3 references.A total of five references are expected.UniqueReferences  The aim here is to encourage all of you to research more than what might benormally taught in class.

 Unique refereces are those that are not contained in the Expected Reference list.
 Students that have references more than five references will be given due credit.Writing  CenterCertification  The aim is to assist you to improve your technical writing skills.
 We urge you to use the assistance given free for you in The Writing Center.
 They follow a process to enable you to better your writing, we urge you to followthis.
 On successful completion they will certify your work.
 This process takes time, and we urge you to make your appointments early. Wewill brook no excuses for not going.Good qualitybibliography  This is a technical requirement for all academic writing world over. The more youdo it, the better you get. We would like to urge all of you to acquire this skill assoon as possible.
 For those whom bibliography writing is new, we would like you to look at thefollowing website; http://www.ehow.com/how_5511177_examples-write-bibliography.html
 A bibliography will be judged on the basis of this websiteWorkingGroups/Batches  The groups will continue to work  as designated in the last semester.
 Team work gives you an opportunity to work together, share your knowledge andimprove your communication skills
 Every Thursday lecture will be group review class.Rubrics ofassessment A clear rubric is furnised as per the expected learning outcome.



Example of Rubric of assessment:

Other instructions furnished:
1. Date of Assignment
2. Date Of Submission
3. Question
4. Expected Format
5. Method Of Submission
6. Maximum Marks
7. Late Penalty8. Weightage & Distribution
9. List of Expected references:

5. Evidence of SuccessThe evidences of success can be quantified through the following:
a) Research publications by Dr.  Nandkumar Sawant published the effectiveness of suchrigourous method of assignment writing.

Sawant N N, Fernandes Dwayne, Patil V & Ferrao A (2018) Student’s Engagement In
Learning: Student’s Perspective Towards Assignment Writing, An International, PeerReviewed, Quarterly Scholarly Research Journal For Interdisciplinary Studies, 75-80.

b) Faculty of Chowgule College Invited as Resource persons by other Colleges:

Sr
No

Marks distribution Marks Total
Marks

1 Title and Content 1

20 Mks

2 Abstract 2

3 Introduction 2

4 Main content 6

5 Conclusion/Summary 1

6 Mind map - Summary 2

7 References (APA) & In text citation 2

8 Overall presentation 2
9 Writing center stamp 1

10 Plagiarism report 1
11 Marks deduction for late submission

(MINUS 1 MARK PER DAY , after 3 days assignment will not be accepted)
-1

PRESENTATION  (on 30th September 2019)
10 Mks1 Content 02

2 Skills of presentation 05

3 Ability to answer questions 02

4 Asking questions to presenter ( of Higher order ). 01



Dr. Nandkumar Sawant was invited as resource person to conduct workshops for facultymembers on assignment writing. The methodology adopted by him was also used as institutionaltemplate for assignment writing.
***



BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING- LEARNING- EVALUATION

Title of the Method: PEER INSTRUCTION TEACHING METHOD

Concept:Development of research-based teaching methodology which teachers use to evaluatestudent comprehension, provide ongoing feedback to improve their learning gains is importantat all levels of physics instruction. Peer Instruction is one such interactive teachingmethodology used for formative assessment. Peer instruction was introduced by Prof. EricMazur from Harvard University in the 1990s for the introductory physics courses. As stated byEric Mazur “the fundamental role of implementing peer instruction in class is to exploit studentinteraction during lectures and focus student’s attention on underlying concepts”.
Objective:1. To develop of research-based teaching methodology to evaluate studentcomprehension.2. To provide ongoing feedback to improve learning gains of students.3. To exploit student interaction during lectures and focus student’s attention onunderlying concepts”.
Process:The process described here is the technique adopted by Dr. Ashish Desai, from Department ofPhysics.1. After a brief presentation by the instructor several multiple-choice questions known asconcept tests are asked during the class.2. The concept test is a conceptual question based on a core concept that is being coveredin the course and is usually targeted to address student’s misconceptions.3. First, the students think individually and are given 2-3 minutes to answer the conceptquestion.4. After they report their answer, students work in a small group of three or four to discusstheir individual answers to the question and to arrive at a consensus on the correctanswer.5. In order to reach consensus, students must explain their own reasoning and problemsolving in support of their answer.6. After the group discussion, students are then asked to individually answer the question asecond time.7. The entire class participates in the discussion led by student explanations of theirgroup’s findings before the instructor answers the question.
Courses implementing Peer Instruction teaching method:1. Quantum Mechanics2. Modern Physics



Outcomes:1. Quantum Mechanics Conceptual Survey (QMCS) developed by Sam McKagan fromUniversity of Colorado and NIST, USA is a survey of students’ conceptual understandingof quantum mechanics. It is intended to be used to measure the relative effectiveness ofdifferent instructional methods in quantum physics courses.
2. Normalized gain introduced by Hake in 1998 can be calculated to measure theeffectiveness of the course in promoting conceptual understanding. Hake defined theaverage normalized gain as:

〈 〉 = 〈 〉 − 〈 〉100 − 〈 〉Where〈 〉 is the class average grade on the post-instruction test and 〈 〉 is the classaverage grade on the pre-instruction test.This measure is commonly described as "theamount students learned divided by the amount they could have learned."3. In this course QMCS was used to check the learning gain of students and the averagenormalized learning gain for the quantum mechanics course is, 〈 〉 = 0.275 where themaximum possible gain is 0.68.
Problems and Challenges:

a. If the multiple-choice questions are not graded then all students may not always takethese questions seriously and may not put the effort into getting the right answer.
b. If the questions are graded then the weaker students might answer by looking atanswers of good students. Also, if the questions are graded then some students mightnot share their frank opinion to get more marks then their peers.
c. Getting students to study on their own and reflect on what was done in the class.
d. To measure the effectiveness of Peer Instruction teaching methodology results obtainedover several years would have to be compared to the course on quantum mechanicswhich uses traditional teaching methodology.

Photographs:

***



BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING- LEARNING- EVALUATION

1. Title of the Practice: Experiential learning (Connecting the Book-View to the Field).

2 Objectives of the Practice
 To understand the society from the perspective of the actors
 To experience social reality through the field
 To find solution to the problems
 To grow as a better informed and skilled student
Further: The objective of the practice is course and unit specific

Example 1: The TYBA students demonstrated social issues: The topics assigned
were gender discrimination, substance abuse and AIDS.
Objective:

 To gain empathy towards the socially deprived groups
 To encourage and engage students to critically think on social issues through

sociological perspective: Labelling theory, sub-cultural theory, structural theories
etc.

Example 2: The students of SYBA were told to literate the illiterates under the paper title
‘Sociology of education’. The students had to go to marginalised group or those people
who are illiterate and teach them some basics like their names, signature, filling bank
forms, etc.
Objective:

 To teach basic things to the section who is unprivileged.
 To encourage students to mingle with poor people.
 To get the understanding how to collect people when they require.
 To understand learning by doing.

3. The Context

• Sociology is the study of society, society cannot be trapped in the book, we at the
department felt it was important to connect the book with the field so as to give the
students the grasp of reality. The department made use of experiential learning in varied
courses.

• Experiential learning is the process of learning through experience, and is more
specifically defined as "learning through reflection on doing”. Felicia, Patrick
(2011). Handbook of Research on Improving Learning and Motivation.
p. 1003. ISBN 1609604962.



4. The Practice

The present practice described is the one followed in the department of Sociology.

• The above Cycle was used exactly in some courses and modified in others.
What was required?

• Kolb states that in order to gain genuine knowledge from an experience, the learner must
have four abilities:

• The learner must be willing to be actively involved in the experience;
• The learner must be able to reflect on the experience;
• The learner must possess and use analytical skills to conceptualize the experience; and

The learner must possess decision making and problem solving skills in order to use the new
ideas gained from the experience

Courses executed
1. literate the illiterates’ under the paper titled ‘Sociology of Education
2. SYBA had to do ‘Young Sociologists Awareness Drive’ under the paper title ‘Family,

Kinship and Marriage in India
3. SYBA/TYBA as part of the course  ‘Rural Sociology’ created a ‘Rural Newsletter’

documenting the various aspects of rural life in Goa.
4. SYBA/TYBA as part of the course  ‘Women and Society in India documented the

‘Unsung Heroines’  in society
5. Role Play Fyba: Sociology of Religion
6. Teaching Sociology: Theory and Practice
7. Interview as Part of Qualitative Research Methods
8. Field Visit: Participant Observation and Interviews
9. Classical Sociology: Karl Marx
10. Social Concerns: Measures to deal with population problem and Problems facing Goa

5. Evidence of Success
• While it is the learner's experience that is most important to the learning process, it is also

important not to forget the wealth of experience a good facilitator also brings to the
situation.
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• However, while a facilitator, or "teacher", may improve the likelihood of experiential
learning occurring, a facilitator is not essential to experiential learning. Rather, the
mechanism of experiential learning is the learner's reflection on experiences using analytic
skills. This can occur without the presence of a facilitator, meaning that experiential
learning is not defined by the presence of a facilitator.

• Yet, by considering experiential learning in developing course or program content, it
provides an opportunity to develop a framework for adapting varying teaching/learning
techniques into the classroom

(see Rodrigues, C. A. (2004). The importance level of ten teaching/learning techniques as rated
by university business students and instructors. Journal Of Management Development, 23(2), 169-182

Example
Outcome 1:

 The students were be able to visualize social issues by being an active participant in the
role play

 The students were  able to encounter issues through different perspectives
 The students got sensitive and sensitize  the viewer’s on socially deprived group

Picture-1 Picture-2

Outcome-2
 Students gathered lot of students who don’t go to school because of poverty and to teach

them some basics.
 Students used different ways to teach the small kids.

Picture-1 Picture-2 Picture-3

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required
Time and resources were a major constraint, however the students managed well.
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BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING- LEARNING- EVALUATION

Title of the Method: INQUIRY BASED TEACHING

Objectives:1. To foster higher order thinking2. To uncover and explore the hidden meanings and significance of a given culturalaspect of Cuisine3. To know why cuisines develop and the role it plays in society4. To develop team and leadership skills
Context: Culture is a complex concept that cannot be easily defined, the widely accepteddefinition is that ‘Culture is everything that human beings have created around them in agiven space’. The fact that culture as a concept is multidimensional, this makes teaching andlearning about culture even more complex. Culture is dynamic and ever changing, Thedynamic nature of culture brings a number of challenges and concerns for teachers trying tochoose relevant teaching materials and activities (Savignon&Sysoyev, 2005). Whiletextbooks often depict culture as static, the digital media, authentic products and textsprovide a more dynamic environment through direct access to most current practices,perspectives, and products. The teachers’ major task is to bring both language and culture intheir social reality (Lange, 1999), in order to make sure that the students do not possessincomplete or outdated knowledge about the target language and its culture. With thedevelopment of the 3P model, according to Lange (1999), there is a new focus“ on learnerperformance with products, practices, and perspectives” (p. 106).
This paradigm shift from passive receivers of information to active constructors ofknowledge places the learners in the role of inquirers who investigate and discovers theirown, as well as a second or third culture. In inquiry-based teaching, the students areengaged in meaningful learning that fosters higher-order thinking to assist students inuncovering and exploring the hidden meanings and significances embedded in culture.According to Tang (2006), “not only should students know the what and how about aculture, but also the why. It is the why, as has been argued previously, that enriches andsustains the memory about a second culture accumulated in the learning process” (p. 89).Since the Standards promote making meaningful connections and comparisons, it isimportant that students develop reasoning skills to make these kinds of connections andcomparisons. One of the major goals for a teacher is create inquiry questions that provokeinterest in the target culture and will lead to important discoveries about the culture andpeople and thus, develop understanding of culture.



Process:The approach described here is that adopted by Dr. Sachin Moraes at the departmentof Sociology. He has modified it as per the requirements of the subject to achie theobjectives.
The Class was divided in to four groups, selected by the group leaders. Each group consisted of
14 to 15 members. The teaching-learning process being outcome based ,an integrated
approach of Continuous Assessment(C.A) through learning outcome was used. The Teacher
introduced the idea of cuisine and its role in culture and varied theoretical aspects. Later the
students were expected to research in groups and demonstrate their inquire using the three P’s
model of products, practices, and perspectives.The continuous assessment was based on unit 3,Unit 3: Understanding the Cuisines of Goa3.1: The Sociology of food.3.2: Portuguese influences in food.3.3: Religious differences in cuisines.3.4: Goan food its preparation (Sociological perspective)
Evidence of success:This was based on the assessment, which involved demonstration and analyses of GoaCuisine.  Learners in their respective groups had to prepare four authentic main coursedishes across any two religious communities and two sweet dishes and explain thepreparation and its evolution using sociological theories of westernization, assimilation andadaptation, social significance and relevance and demonstrate the same. The students wereassessed on the parameters using a rubric i.e. Creativity and Group Work, Authenticity,Presentation and Conceptualization. A total of 20 Marks were assigned. (See Appendix-3:Rubrics for Goan Cuisine)Group PhotographsGroup 1



Group 2



Group 3

Group 4



Problems and Challenges encountered

1. The teacher had to manage the varied group dynamics
2. Multiple types of learners needed to be oriented properly thereby making the process time

consuming
3. Motivating all the students to perform and present the outcome was a challenge

Conclusion

Thus the students increased awareness and to develop their curiosity towards the target culture
and their own, to make comparisons among cultures” (p. 19). Grittner (1996) acknowledges that
culture learning should give students multiple opportunities to explore various facets of culture
and make meaning of their discoveries. Students being actively involved in the discovery process
develops students’ ability for deeper thinking that promotes comparing and contrasting cultures
and becoming “more aware of their own metacognitive processes and developed critical thinking
skills”. Thus, an inquiry approach to teaching allows students to ask questions that are relevant or
particularly interesting to them, collect necessary information, create answers by investigation,
generate a theory, present their findings to other students, and then formulate new questions that
are derived from the original questions.

***



BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING- LEARNING- EVALUATION

1. Title of the Practice: PROBLEM BASED LEARNING – TEACHING LEARNING EVALUATION

2. Objectives:Problem-based learning (PBL) is a student-centered approach in which students learn about asubject by working in groups to solve an open-ended problem. This problem is what drives themotivation and the learning and is practised by teachers of 03 departments viz. Geography, Zoologyand Economics extensively and 03 departments partially (Biotechnology, Biochemistry, Botany).  The main objective of the PBL, is improving the learning of our students. In addition to thisgeneral objective, we have other more specific objectives:i) Development of team skillsii) Development of conceptual skillsiii) Depth and focus of knowledge acquirediv) Development of self directed study skills.v) Improves critical thinking and problem solving
3. The ContextThe present description of the best practice is PBL conducted by department of Zoology.All faculty members use PBL as mandatory T-L-E method. PBL is an instructional method inwhich students work in small groups to gain knowledge and acquire problem-solving skills. Amajor characteristic of PBL is that the problem is presented to the students before the materialhas been learned rather than after, as in the more traditional ‘problem-solving approach’. Asecond notable feature of PBL is that the problems are presented in the context in which studentsare likely to encounter the given (or a similar) problem in real life. It is this contextualisation ofmaterial which makes PBL an attractive strategy for the education of professionalsPBL encourages open-minded, reflective, critical and active learning; it acknowledges that bothteachers and students have knowledge, understanding, feelings and a shared interest in theeducational process.
4. The PracticePBL fits best with process-oriented course outcomes such as collaboration, research, andproblem solving. It can help students acquire content or conceptual knowledge, or developdisciplinary habits such as writing or communication. After determining whether your course haslearning outcomes that fit with PBL, you will develop formative and summative assessments tomeasure student learning.

Next you design the PBL scenario with an embedded problem that will emerge throughstudent brainstorming. Think of a real, complex issue related to your course content.
We develop a single scenario and let each group tackle it in their own way, or you coulddesign multiple scenarios addressing a unique problem for each group to discuss and research.



Prior to adopting PBL as mode of teaching- evaluation, students are taught ‘Steps of ProblemSolving’ and ‘Thinking skills’ (Logical thinking, lateral thinking and critical thinking). The studentsare the divided into groups of 5. Each group has one group leader. The execution follows theprocess described. PBL research begins with small-group brainstorming sessions where studentsdefine the problem and determine what they know about the problem (background knowledge),what they need to learn more about (topics to research), and where they need to look to find data,how to analyse it, how to critically evaluate and how to present the solutions in multipleperspectives. Therefore PBL serves as a very effective means of teaching-learning as students learnto reason, analyse, evaluate and create (Higher order learning – Blooms taxonomy).
PBL can also be used as an effective Evaluation tool. During the PBL assessment step,evaluate the groups’ performances. Use rubrics to determine whether students have clearlycommunicated the problem, solutions.

Example of PBL at department of Zoology:

Given below is the PBL question posed to the students for the Course “Molecular Genetics andForensic Science”. These questions are posed to the students and the groups of students areexpected to solve them by following the ‘steps of problem solving’.



We ask team leader to submitreport about the interactions andparticipation of all team members

SAMPLE PBL

SAMPLE PBL



SAMPLE PBL



5. Evidence of SuccessThe evidences of success can be quantified through the following:1) Research publications by faculty in zoology (Dr. Nandini Vaz Fernandes): The department ofZoology has also researched PBL and devised an effective pedagogy of using PBL as effectiveT-L-E tool.2) Faculty of Chowgule College Invited as Resource persons by other Colleges:a. Dr. Nandkumar Sawant and Dr. Nandini Vaz Fernandes – Conducted hands-onworkshop for the faculty members of Gogate Joglekar College, Ratnagiri Maharashtraon ‘Problem Based Learning- Pedagogical tool for T-L-E’.b. Dr.  Nandkumar Sawant, Dr. Nandini Vaz Fernandes and Mr. Andrew Barreto-Conducted workshop for faculty members of Carmel College, Nuvem Goa on‘Integration of Blooms Taxonomy in T-L-E’3) Students progression in Foreign Universities: 14 students from department of Zoology wereselected for PG courses in Foreign Universities in UK, Canada, Australia and USA. Thestudents gave feedback that the PBL method adopted in Zoology department enabled themto adapt to the foreign T-L-E techniques as it was similar.
Publication on PBL:



6. Problem encountered and resources requiredA change of methodology like this implies difficulties of adaptation for both teachers andstudents, as it changes the traditional roles.
For teachers

 It can mean an increase in the workload, particularly in the evaluation work.
 Teacher has to devise higher order problems which is time consuming and involves a lot ofthinking.

For the students
 Participation and equal involvement and contribution in discussions by all students is anissue. Department devised means to monitor active involvement of all students.
 At first they may become disoriented. However guided learning helps students to channelizetheir work and learn effectively.

PBL when used as T-L-E mode, enables students to understand, analyze and interpret the result.This practice also helped students to modify the procedures.
***



BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING- LEARNING- EVALUATION

Title of the Method: INQUIRY BASED TEACHING

Objectives:1. To foster higher order thinking2. To uncover and explore the hidden meanings and significance of a given culturalaspect of Cuisine3. To know why cuisines develop and the role it plays in society4. To develop team and leadership skills
Context: Culture is a complex concept that cannot be easily defined, the widely accepteddefinition is that ‘Culture is everything that human beings have created around them in agiven space’. The fact that culture as a concept is multidimensional, this makes teaching andlearning about culture even more complex. Culture is dynamic and ever changing, Thedynamic nature of culture brings a number of challenges and concerns for teachers trying tochoose relevant teaching materials and activities (Savignon&Sysoyev, 2005). Whiletextbooks often depict culture as static, the digital media, authentic products and textsprovide a more dynamic environment through direct access to most current practices,perspectives, and products. The teachers’ major task is to bring both language and culture intheir social reality (Lange, 1999), in order to make sure that the students do not possessincomplete or outdated knowledge about the target language and its culture. With thedevelopment of the 3P model, according to Lange (1999), there is a new focus“ on learnerperformance with products, practices, and perspectives” (p. 106).
This paradigm shift from passive receivers of information to active constructors ofknowledge places the learners in the role of inquirers who investigate and discovers theirown, as well as a second or third culture. In inquiry-based teaching, the students areengaged in meaningful learning that fosters higher-order thinking to assist students inuncovering and exploring the hidden meanings and significances embedded in culture.According to Tang (2006), “not only should students know the what and how about aculture, but also the why. It is the why, as has been argued previously, that enriches andsustains the memory about a second culture accumulated in the learning process” (p. 89).Since the Standards promote making meaningful connections and comparisons, it isimportant that students develop reasoning skills to make these kinds of connections andcomparisons. One of the major goals for a teacher is create inquiry questions that provokeinterest in the target culture and will lead to important discoveries about the culture andpeople and thus, develop understanding of culture.



Process:
The Class was divided in to four groups, selected by the group leaders. Each group consisted of
14 to 15 members. The teaching-learning process being outcome based ,an integrated
approach of Continuous Assessment(C.A) through learning outcome was used. The Teacher
introduced the idea of cuisine and its role in culture and varied theoretical aspects. Later the
students were expected to research in groups and demonstrate their inquire using the three P’s
model of products, practices, and perspectives.The continuous assessment was based on unit 3,Unit 3: Understanding the Cuisines of Goa3.1: The Sociology of food.3.2: Portuguese influences in food.3.3: Religious differences in cuisines.3.4: Goan food its preparation (Sociological perspective)
Outcome:This was based on the assessment, which involved demonstration and analyses of GoaCuisine. Learners in their respective groups had to prepare four authentic main coursedishes across any two religious communities and two sweet dishes and explain thepreparation and its evolution using sociological theories of westernization, assimilation andadaptation, social significance and relevance and demonstrate the same. The students wereassessed on the parameters using a rubric i.e. Creativity and Group Work, Authenticity,Presentation and Conceptualization. A total of 20 Marks were assigned. (See Appendix-3:Rubrics for Goan Cuisine)Group PhotographsGroup 1



Group 2



Group 3

Group 4



Problems and Challenges encountered

1. The teacher had to manage the varied group dynamics
2. Multiple types of learners needed to be oriented properly thereby making the process time

consuming
3. Motivating all the students to perform and present the outcome was a challenge

Conclusion

Thus the students increased awareness and to develop their curiosity towards the target culture
and their own, to make comparisons among cultures” (p. 19). Grittner (1996) acknowledges that
culture learning should give students multiple opportunities to explore various facets of culture
and make meaning of their discoveries. Students being actively involved in the discovery process
develops students’ ability for deeper thinking that promotes comparing and contrasting cultures
and becoming “more aware of their own metacognitive processes and developed critical thinking
skills”. Thus, an inquiry approach to teaching allows students to ask questions that are relevant or
particularly interesting to them, collect necessary information, create answers by investigation,
generate a theory, present their findings to other students, and then formulate new questions that
are derived from the original questions.

Method 2:
Connecting the Book-View to the Field through Experiential learning
Department: SOCIOLOGY

1. Title of the Practice
Teaching Learning: Connecting the Book-View to the Field.

2 Objectives of the Practice
 To understand the society from the perspective of the actors
 To experience social reality through the field
 To find solution to the problems
 To grow as a better informed and skilled student

Further: The objective of the practice is course and unit specific
Example 1: The TYBA students demonstrated social issues: The topics assigned were gender

discrimination, substance abuse and AIDS.
Objective:

 To gain empathy towards the socially deprived groups
 To encourage and engage students to critically think on social issues through sociological

perspective: Labelling theory, sub-cultural theory, structural theories etc.

Example 2: The students of SYBA were told to literate the illiterates under the paper title
‘Sociology of education’. The students had to go to marginalised group or those people who are
illiterate and teach them some basics like their names, signature, filling bank forms, etc.

Objective:
 To teach basic things to the section who is unprivileged.
 To encourage students to mingle with poor people.
 To get the understanding how to collect people when they require.



 To understand learning by doing.
Outcome:

3. The Context

• Sociology is the study of society, society cannot be trapped in the book, we at the
department felt it was important to connect the book with the field so as to give the
students the grasp of reality. The department made use of experiential learning in varied
courses.

• Experiential learning is the process of learning through experience, and is more
specifically defined as "learning through reflection on doing”. Felicia, Patrick
(2011). Handbook of Research on Improving Learning and Motivation.
p. 1003. ISBN 1609604962.

4. The Practice

• The above Cycle was used exactly in some courses and modified in others.
What was required?

• Kolb states that in order to gain genuine knowledge from an experience, the learner must
have four abilities:

• The learner must be willing to be actively involved in the experience;
• The learner must be able to reflect on the experience;
• The learner must possess and use analytical skills to conceptualize the experience; and

The learner must possess decision making and problem solving skills in order to use the new
ideas gained from the experience

Courses executed
1. literate the illiterates’ under the paper titled ‘Sociology of Education
2. SYBA had to do ‘Young Sociologists Awareness Drive’ under the paper title ‘Family,

Kinship and Marriage in India

 To understand learning by doing.
Outcome:

3. The Context

• Sociology is the study of society, society cannot be trapped in the book, we at the
department felt it was important to connect the book with the field so as to give the
students the grasp of reality. The department made use of experiential learning in varied
courses.

• Experiential learning is the process of learning through experience, and is more
specifically defined as "learning through reflection on doing”. Felicia, Patrick
(2011). Handbook of Research on Improving Learning and Motivation.
p. 1003. ISBN 1609604962.

4. The Practice

• The above Cycle was used exactly in some courses and modified in others.
What was required?

• Kolb states that in order to gain genuine knowledge from an experience, the learner must
have four abilities:

• The learner must be willing to be actively involved in the experience;
• The learner must be able to reflect on the experience;
• The learner must possess and use analytical skills to conceptualize the experience; and

The learner must possess decision making and problem solving skills in order to use the new
ideas gained from the experience

Courses executed
1. literate the illiterates’ under the paper titled ‘Sociology of Education
2. SYBA had to do ‘Young Sociologists Awareness Drive’ under the paper title ‘Family,

Kinship and Marriage in India

 To understand learning by doing.
Outcome:

3. The Context

• Sociology is the study of society, society cannot be trapped in the book, we at the
department felt it was important to connect the book with the field so as to give the
students the grasp of reality. The department made use of experiential learning in varied
courses.

• Experiential learning is the process of learning through experience, and is more
specifically defined as "learning through reflection on doing”. Felicia, Patrick
(2011). Handbook of Research on Improving Learning and Motivation.
p. 1003. ISBN 1609604962.

4. The Practice

• The above Cycle was used exactly in some courses and modified in others.
What was required?

• Kolb states that in order to gain genuine knowledge from an experience, the learner must
have four abilities:

• The learner must be willing to be actively involved in the experience;
• The learner must be able to reflect on the experience;
• The learner must possess and use analytical skills to conceptualize the experience; and

The learner must possess decision making and problem solving skills in order to use the new
ideas gained from the experience

Courses executed
1. literate the illiterates’ under the paper titled ‘Sociology of Education
2. SYBA had to do ‘Young Sociologists Awareness Drive’ under the paper title ‘Family,

Kinship and Marriage in India



3. SYBA/TYBA as part of the course  ‘Rural Sociology’ created a ‘Rural Newsletter’
documenting the various aspects of rural life in Goa.

4. SYBA/TYBA as part of the course  ‘Women and Society in India documented the
‘Unsung Heroines’  in society

5. Role Play Fyba: Sociology of Religion
6. Teaching Sociology: Theory and Practice
7. Interview as Part of Qualitative Research Methods
8. Field Visit: Participant Observation and Interviews
9. Classical Sociology: Karl Marx
10. Social Concerns: Measures to deal with population problem and Problems facing Goa
5. Evidence of Success

• While it is the learner's experience that is most important to the learning process, it is also
important not to forget the wealth of experience a good facilitator also brings to the
situation.

• However, while a facilitator, or "teacher", may improve the likelihood of experiential
learning occurring, a facilitator is not essential to experiential learning. Rather, the
mechanism of experiential learning is the learner's reflection on experiences using analytic
skills. This can occur without the presence of a facilitator, meaning that experiential
learning is not defined by the presence of a facilitator.

• Yet, by considering experiential learning in developing course or program content, it
provides an opportunity to develop a framework for adapting varying teaching/learning
techniques into the classroom

(see Rodrigues, C. A. (2004). The importance level of ten teaching/learning techniques as rated
by university business students and instructors. Journal Of Management Development, 23(2), 169-182

Example
Outcome 1:

 The students were be able to visualize social issues by being an active participant in the
role play

 The students were  able to encounter issues through different perspectives
 The students got sensitive and sensitize  the viewer’s on socially deprived group

Picture-1

Picture-2



Outcome-2
 Students gathered lot of students who don’t go to school because of poverty and to teach

them some basics.
 Students used different ways to teach the small kids.

Picture-1

Picture-2

Outcome-2
 Students gathered lot of students who don’t go to school because of poverty and to teach

them some basics.
 Students used different ways to teach the small kids.

Picture-1

Picture-2

Outcome-2
 Students gathered lot of students who don’t go to school because of poverty and to teach

them some basics.
 Students used different ways to teach the small kids.

Picture-1

Picture-2



Picture-3

6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required

Time and resources were a major constraint, however the students managed well.



7. Notes (Optional)



Department of Computer Science

Teaching-Learning Methodology

By : Dr. Shaila Ghanti

Title : Flipped Learning

Introduction :The name of the Cooperative Learning Strategy (CLS) that will be used/ In-
Class Activity is Think Pair Share (TPS)

Objectives of the method :

 To understand the need of digital data encoding for data transmission on a

network.

 To design an efficient encoding method that can be used in digital data

transmission.

Problem / Topic that was given to students :

Data Encoding

Procedure

Based on the basics of digital data transmission on computer network(students are supposed to

read and come prepared) , I would give them the below mentioned scenario and the following 3

tasks will be performed by students.

 Each student has to individually analyze, innovate and propose (write) the best method

that can be used for data encoding indicating the advantages and disadvantages.

 Form a pair with your neighbor, discuss both the proposed methods. Then propose

(write) an improved version.

 Each group will be asked to present their proposal.

In-Class Activity:



Imagine there are two groups of students standing on the terrace of the building. These

buildings are separated at such a distance where the voice of students cannot reach from

one building to another. But there is a need to communicate amongst each group. Each

group has a torch that can be used to communicate by switching on and off of torch light

where each group can see the light. They can code these lights information in advance as

used in straight encoding.

 Say if the light is ‘ON’ then the information sent and interpreted as ‘1’
 Say if the light is ‘OFF’ then the information sent and interpreted as ‘0’

The particular combination of 1s and 0s has a special message. Example: 1010 means

“Are you all joining us for dinner?”etc.
The problem was if the code was 1001, it was difficult for the receiver group to identify if it was

101, 10001 or 11. The same problem occurs in straight encoding. How to overcome the problem

of straight encoding? Propose the innovative method.

Out-class Activity:

Students should go through the PPT related to Data communication fundamentals

Outcomes

Students exactly understood why it is not possible to send data (1s and 0s).

They get involved actively in discussion.

Students came up with very innovative methods of encoding. Few encoding
methods they proposed are actually used. Some were similar to Manchester
encoding etc.

Problems Faced: -

- This method was followed by  Dr. ShailaGhanti





Best practice: Teaching- Learning- Evaluation

1. Title of the Practice: CONDUCT OF PRACTICAL COMPONENT OF A COURSE

2. ObjectivesTo provide students a comprehensive understanding of practical knowledge. T he contentis locally relevant and prepares students for entrepreneurship and self-employment. This practicealso promotes research-based learning and enables students to design and conduct experimentsand analyze results critically.
3. The ContextThe department of Zoology introduced new format of Journal which is a comprehensivedocument of learning. The conduct of practicals is also done in specific manner to promoteresearch and application of the learned concepts.
4. The PracticeThe Practical component of the Courses is designed to deliver content and learn skills in aneffective manner. The department not only devised pedagogies for conduct of practicals, but alsodevised means of making practicals a better learning experience for students by introducingpracticals with ‘Prelab’ work to be done at home followed by conduct of practicals in thelaboratory. Being an autonomous institution, the department also devised means of redesigningpracticals in order to enable students to understand application of the learned concepts andpromote research.

Journal: The journal is designed to be a comprehensive document of learning. Allprocedures are given as an E-Journal. However, the students have to performexperiments/ procedures and analyze and interprete results critically. All observations areentered in the journal with pen and if errors in findings occur, students have to makenoting as to why the results differed from the expected. The students are also givenopportunity to pen down their reflection of the learning process and precautions that theyneed to take to conduct a specific procedure/experiment. The learning experiences arefollowed by feedback, reflection and follow-up.
Prelab: Every experiment has preliminary questions that students are assigned prior tothe conduct of practical to obtain prior knowledge and the interpretation of theexperiment to be conducted in the practical laboratory.
Laboratory session: For the practical purpose, the students are grouped into fivemembers each, to develop technical, cognitive and team work skills. Online journal is madeavailable to the students on CLAAP (Chowgule’s Learn Anytime Any place – Moodle of
Chowgule College serving as resource portal). Before the conduct of practicals, students areexpected to do the Prelab work- preliminary learning, which involves answering questionsgiven as prelab work and reading about the concepts so that they understand the basics ofthe experiment. This practice helps students to understand and get a good idea about theexperiment to be conducted and also to interpret the results obtained during theexperiment/ activity. It involves opportunity to carry out experiments, field-basedactivities and project-based learning. Students then perform the experiment in groups andrecord their observations. The interpretations are supported by references and the same isrecorded in the journal. References are listed in the APA format.We have observed that this interactive new method helps students in improving skills incollecting, analyzing, interpreting and presenting findings.



Online Journal Uploaded in CLAAP –Resource portal (Moodle) of ChowguleCollege.The online Journal is downloaded, Printedand bound by students before thecommencement of practicals of eachsemester.



First Page of the
Journal

PRELAB work givenfor the practical

Recording ofObservation andwriting down theinterpretations ofthe results



Clicking images ofresults obtainedand sticking on thejournal
List of References

Special Points noted bystudents as a summaryof their learning



Scanned copy of Pre lab work recorded in the lab note book:



5. Evidence of SuccessStudents were able to understand, analyze and interpret the result. This practice alsohelped students to modify the procedures. Curretlt all faculty members of department of Zoologyfollow this method of conduct of practicals.This method of conduct of practicals was initiated by Dr. Nandini Vaz Fernandes.Thereafter, the method was followed by all faculty members of department of Zoology. Aworkshop was conducted by Ms. Madhu Balekai to share this method with faculty of Life sciencestoo. Such protocol is now followed by three departments of the college.Dr. Nandini Vaz Fernandes also received Research project on innovative method ofPedagogy of conducting Practicals for biological sciences. This research project is funded by Goa-DST and DHE.
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required- Implementation of the practice required extensive work on part of the faculty members todesign the practical, such that it will improve critical learning, research and employability skills.
- Some experiments require time beyond the allocated hours.
7. Notes (Optional)
This process can be replicated if teachers are trained through hands on workshop, focusing on
Blooms taxonomy, redesigning practical curriculum, creating journal with appropriate prelab work
and then enabling teachers to understand integration of blooms taxonomy in the conduct of
practicals.

***



BEST PRACTICE AREA: TEACHING LEARNING EVALUATION

1. Title of the Practice: LEARNING THROUGH ENACTING (PRACTICAL COURSE)
(FORENSIC INVESTIGATION OF CRIME SCENE)

2. ObjectivesTo help students apply theoretical concepts of forensic investigation learnt in the classroomto field activity. It also promotes team work spirit and critical thinking skills in solvingproblems. This practice also promotes research-based learning.
3. The ContextThe present best practice given here is adopted by Ms. Tessa Vaz, of Department ofZoology. The activity is from a course on Forensic science. The Practical activity requires to bedesigned in a manner that will promote research and application of the learned concept,enables students to analyze the different aspects of the activity and use theoretical conceptsto solve the problems in a group. The practical needs to be in line with the concepts taught intheory so that the students are able to work through it on their own.The type of experiment taken for this activity should be field based (outdoor) andshould be simple enough for students to comprehend and solve the given problem. This helpsto evaluate traits such as the depth of the knowledge, skills, application of principles toproblem solving, creativity, ability to communicate and ability to face unknown situations etc.,
4. The PracticeStudents were well aware of the activity weeks before the practical. They wererequired to do the basic research to understand the concepts involved before the experimentin relation to the activity as given in their preliminary work on the journal. This helps thestudents to revise the basic knowledge pertaining to the subject. On the day of the practicalstudents assemble with all the necessary material required which is mentioned in advance ontheir journal. The students were then divided in groups for analyzing the experiment andrecording observations during a span of 2 hours. The assessment was carried out based onthe report that is submitted which gives a detailed explanation of all the steps taken to recordthe observations and the techniques involved in successful completion of the activity. Theactivity has to be based off of the components taught in theory and make it easier for thestudents to apply the theoretical knowledge in the hypothetical situation staged during thepractical.

Example: Enactment of a Crime Scene.A crime scene enactment was planned at a specific location on the campus. The sceneinvolved identifying a student to act as victim shot dead. The evidences were assembled inspecific places and a natural crime scene like scenario is created.Preliminary requirements are explained in the journal. How the students need toproceed with the forensic investigation is laid down in the online journal. Students are thendivided into groups of 05. Each group had to investigate the crime scene based on the theorytaught to them in class. This activity expects students to apply all the theoretical knowledgelearnt by them, to investigate the crime scene. The students have to do the crime sceneevaluation, Photography, perspective drawings, collection of forensic evidences as perforensic protocols, decide the type of medical analysis that needs to be done to obtain forensicdata required to investigate a crime.



The students perform the activity and submit a Portfolio report on the same.
Journal Instructions Given:

Report Submitted by student:

Instructions given for
channelizing the forensic
investigation

Report submitted by group of
students



Forensic evidencescollected by studentsfrom the crime scene Report written and
submitted



5. Evidence of Success
 Students were able to work in their groups to solve the activity given to them.
 They were able to write a good report based on the different components related tothe activity.
 The same was assessed as a continuous assessment for practical’s

6. Problems Encountered and Resources RequiredImplementation of the practice required extensive work on the designing of activity.To ensure that students are well versed with the concerned topic they have to be taught indetails in theory class before portraying it as an activity.
***

Drawings depicting the location of
evidences with respect to the
victim at the crime scene



Department of Geography and Research Centre
ParvatibaiChowgule College (Autonmous ) Margao – Goa

1.Teaching Method: Collective Critical Cartography

2. Introduction :Collective Critical Cartography (CCC) or mental mapping  is a set of newmapping practices and theoretical critique grounded in critical theory. It differs fromacademic cartography in that it links geographic knowledge with practical knowledgeabout the surrounding.It is a process which use collaborative methods to complete orrewrite information which transmitted by traditional maps (and last but not at least, theworld view which is mediated by them). Collective critical cartography or CCC is a methodwhich uses co-operative mapping as a tool.
3. Objective: The following were the objectives :1. Develop mapping skills2.Apply theoretical knowledge to practical knowledge3. Understand signs and symbols in Mapping4.Work in teams
4. Procedure1.An activity on mental mapping was carried out with fifteen Post Graduate students ofGeography of ParvatibaiChowgule College (Autonomous), Margao-Goa of the year 2018-19These students were divided into three groups. The main aim of the activity was tomobilize the knowledge of a particular community about the surrounding area, which canthen be improved and made more efficient. Therefore, the college campus area was takeninto consideration as a particular community..2.To start with the activity, a map of a particular area, a set of trigger questions (where isthe canteen, gym, football ground, parking lot, danger zone of high electric lamp posts etc)and a series of signs and symbols are required to be prepared.3.The activity of collective mapping was carried out based on three stages: 1) Prefieldwork, 2) Field work and 3) Post-field work.

Pre field workIn the Pre-field work, three groups were formed; each group consisted of fivemembers. Group leaders were selected from within the groups. The map (GoogleMap with streets) of Chowgule College campus, colour paper strips and stationerywas provided to each group and the instructions of the activity were given. Anexample of how a mental map should be prepared was delivered.
Field Work



During the fieldwork, respective group leaders conveyed the instructions of theactivity to their respective group members which was then followed by a groupdiscussion among the members to set trigger questions. All the group memberscontributed their work collectively, identified and figured out different features,places, attributes on the map which were then symbolically represented on the map.The group members had to draw a rough sketch with symbols symbolizing thecultural features, places and attributes on a chart paper and coloured sticky notesalong with the name of the symbols were attached on the chart paper. The session ofthe activity was for one and half hour. A final sketch of a mental map representing.
Post Field WorkIn Post-field work, all three groups reported back with their respective mental mapsprepared by them and to know what was worked and how. This part of the activityis very important because learning is then shared and a debate emerges from thedistinct points of views. Comparisons of all three maps were done by the groups. Inthe process of comparison, there was identification of unknown features that variedfrom each group. Elements such as roads, landmarks etc are important in mentalmaps because people use these features to orient themselves and to navigate withina place or region. The last step was to systematize all three maps to one commonmap. From all three maps, the information from different groups was condensedinto one common map

Outcomes :Firstly, It was noticed that each group had different perceptions about the surroundingarea of the campus. Hence, this practice helps to understand how humans look at theparticular area and process the information internally and externallySecondly,  the most important skill acquired by the students were, how to work together ina group, the communication between team members and most importantly how to imagineand memorize the geography of one’s surroundings.Thirdly,  Collective Critical Cartography is a process of knowledge production andtransformation. It is not just the  “final product” but the process itself can involve learningtogether and producing new knowledge by bringing together multiple perspectives, by



connecting different personal maps, or by creating collective maps through rotation,negotiation or consensusAccording to KaminiRaikar, “Collective mapping is a fun based
learning activity which helps one to think and produce a picture of a particular location or
place”andApurva Desai remarked that, “Though I am a part of my college for three years, I
thought I knew everything around the campus. But after this activity I learnt some new
elements that existed in my college which I never knew before”.The question is where this engages and enhances teaching-learning of geography. Based onthe above responses, it can be firmly stated that this activity helps one to think and producea picture of a particular place, to explore things in greater detail and to provide greaterunderstanding of places. Secondly,  the most important skill acquired by the students were,how to work together in a group, the communication between team members and mostimportantly how to imagine and memorize the geography of ones‟ surroundings.
Evidences : The following is published article :

Writing an assignment is never easy but the process does become less arduous and morefocused through experience and reflection. To a certain extent assignment writing is a skilllearned through practice. An assignment should be a succinct presentation of your ownthoughts, analysis, research findings and so on, regarding a particular topic or issue,supported by or with reference to existing literature.Different institutions and courses may require different levels and amounts of work.However there are some commonly accepted standards expected of written presentationsand essays at a graduate diploma level
Expectation1.Learn to work in teams2.Learn desk research3.Develop writing skills4.Develop logical and critical thinking . ***
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BEST PRACTICE: TEACHING- LEARNING- EVALUATION

1. Title of the Practice: CASE STUDY AS METHOD OF LEARNING

2. Objectives of the Practice: The aim introducing ‘Case study’ as a method of learning is to help
students demonstrate the theoretical concepts in real-life issues. In addition, the students are
exposed to various real-world local issues pertaining to the subject. The underlying principles of
this practice include:

 Helps students visualise a problem.
 Give student the opportunity to analyse the case and adopt appropriate practice methods

based on classroom teaching.
 Inculcates problem solving skills through data analysis.

3. The Context
The ‘case study’ analysis given here is that of the process adopted by Mr. Stephen Dias of
Department of Zoology. It helps the students apply theoretical, class-room knowledge into the
field. The entire process involves channelization of students investigation of a topic/incidence by
the teacher, and making students responsible for their own learning by inquiry based method of
conducting investigation and drafting the analysis.
However there are several issues the creep up when designing and implementing the case study:

a) Shortlisting topics to align the case studies with the syllabus (difficult when student
number in the class is high).

b) Helping the students understand certain secondary principles required for the study.
c) Students generally find it difficult to apply statistical models on the data due to

inexperience. This hinders the analysis of data.
d) In addition, some students also fail to understand the case study topics.

4. The Practice
Stages of design and implementation:

a) Identification of the case study topics: Case study topics are identified by the concerned
faculty in-charge. This identification is done in such a way that the faculty shortlists
topics pertaining to real-world issues and ensures that the topics are aligned with the
course syllabus.

b) Distributing the topics amongst the students: The case study topics are randomly given to
the students. At this time, the students are explained as to what they are expected to
conduct the case study and the rubrics of assessment are also mentioned to the students.

c) Group work: The case study mode of evaluation demands group work. The students work
in groups of five. This inculcates group work to the students.

d) Time given for report submission: From the day of declaration, 20 days are given to the
students to identify their field sites and survey protocols, data collection, data analysis and
report submission.

e) Role of faculty after declaration of topics: After the first five days of declaration, the
groups meet the faculty in-charge with all the issues which they encounter and the faculty
listens to the same. The faculty makes sure that only valid issues are addressed. The
faculty however, also holds informal meeting with the students throughout the course of
the case study so as to make sure that the students are able to conduct the study.

f) Field study: The students then conduct the surveys and compute the data.
g) Report submission: The students submit their findings in the form of the report. The

report arrangement is strictly aligned with the rubrics of assessment (declared to the
students before declaration of the topics for the case study).
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h) Evaluation: The students are evaluated based on the submitted report; and the plagiarism
and groups activity reports. The case study report is strictly evaluated based on the rubric
of assessment.

The aforementioned case study analysis helps the students identify certain
challenged and/or issues pertaining to the country. As much of the teaching is not
restricted to an Indian context, through the case study, the students are able to identify and
iron down principles that are specialised in context to the country. The shortcomings of
the study are mentioned in (3) and (6).

5. Evidence of Success
An assessment of the reports indicates that the students have been successfully able to understand
the case study topic. In addition, it is also evident that the students have successfully acquired the
skills data collection, data analysis and making conclusive remarks on the problem.

SAMPLE
CASE STUDY

Students have to describe
the methodology adopted
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SAMPLE
CASE STUDY

SAMPLE
CASE STUDY

SAMPLE
CASE STUDY

Students need to demonstrate their
abilities of data tabulation and
representation
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SAMPLE
CASE STUDY

Students expected to
graphically represent data
and analyse it statistically.

Critical evaluation and discussion of the results in
scientific manner is required.
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SAMPLE
CASE STUDY

Report submission on group
member interactions and
contributions is mandatory
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6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required
a) Problems Encountered:

 Identification of field sites: In some of the instances, the students are not able to
identify field sites based on their case study topic. In such instances, the concerned
course faculty helps the students narrow down and identify the field sites.

 Issues with stakeholders: As many of the case study topics involve surveying sites
for data collection, in some cases, the students do not get permission from
stakeholders. This can lead to a change in field site and/or a change in the entire
topic.

 Tools required for data collection: As many data collection protocols are available,
the students are unable to acquire tools for data collection. In such instances, the
students are forced to make DIY tools for data collection.

 Analysis of data: As the case study requires the students to analyse their data to
make viable conclusion, in many instances, the students are unable to compute
their data.

b) Resources Required:
 Field guides.
 Equipment for data collection.

7. Notes (Optional)
This method can be adopted for courses which have field based component, incidences which
exemplify the theoretical knowledge taught etc. (Eg. Environmental Science, Ecology, Wildlife
biology, Social Sciences etc).

***

SAMPLE
CASE STUDY

Plagiarism Check report
to be attached



Department of Computer Science

Teaching-Learning-Evaluation Methodology

By Mr. V.C. Kumaresh

Title:

Group Activity.

Introduction:

The learning method was implemented to PGDCA Students for the course Digital Marketing.
The topic allotted was Email Marketing. 10 Students were divided into 3 teams(3+3+4).Each
team was given different study materials related to the topic - Email Marketing, (onepower point
slides and one youtubevideo). No evaluation was carried out.

Objectives of the method:

 To work together and collaborate with the team.

 To take advantage of peer to peer learning

Problem / Topic that was given to students:

Email Marketing.

Procedure:

Three teams were formed. Each team selected will select their representative. Each team was

given the link of ppt slides and a video as the resource materials. All students have to go through

the resource materials at home/out-of class.

The students have to meet with their team members during the class hour and discuss various

aspects of the email marketing for 30mts, from what they have gone through from the resource

materials. The selected representative from each team has to present the discussions and

observations made by his/her team.



In-Class Activity:

a) Each team should select a representative.

b) The team members should discuss what they have done in out-of class activity and

compile the key points.

c) Representatives from each team should present the compiled information orally to the

entire class.

Out-class Activity:

a) Each team has to go through the slides and video given in the links as the out-of class

activity.

b) Each student should make the key points and come for in-class activity.

Outcomes:

a) Students could able to interact with their classmates related to the subject.
b) Their own ideas and thoughts were discussed in the group.

Problems Faced:

a) Out-class activity was not done by the students in-spite of giving more time.
b) Need to allot more time for them in the lab as an out-class activity.
c) Have to monitor and guide them.
d) Time for in-class activity was not sufficient. Given more time.

Kumaresh V.C.

Associate Professor

Department of Computer Science.





BEST PRACTICE AREA: TEACHING LEARNING EVALUATION

Best practice: Teaching-Learning-Evaluation

1. Title of the Practice: GOBBET AS AN EVALUATION
METHOD.

2. Objectives of the Practice: The main objective of this evaluation practice is to evaluate theundestanding of learning and assess the analytical skills of students.
3. The Context:‘GOBBET’ refers to a passage of literature, an image, a cartoon, a photograph, a map or an Artefactwhich provides a context for analysis, translation or discussion in an assessment. The students aregiven set of instructions.
4. The Practice:Gobbet as a mode of assessment, if effective tool to encourage the students to work as a team andanalyse content of Gobbet rationally. The practice promotes leadership qualities and groupcollaboration /   team work along with helping students understand the core concepts andapplications of the same. The activities are initiated by assigning of students into groups followed byactivities by giving set of guidelines and explaining the rubric of assessment. All the matter related toassessment is also upladed on CLAAP (College Moodle – Chowgule’s Learn Anytime Anyplace).

 Provide s tudents th e ti m e peri od , guidelines and assessment criteria. Along with thephoto/map/scene/artifact, series of questions can be asked (lower and  higher  order ofBlooms taxonomy). Ensure the students know what the objectives of the assessment are. Inform students that the gobblet should involve evaluation of the information and notparaphrasing what is already in the piece.
Students need to be advised to: Include cross-references to any other primary sources, written. feel free to answer in bullet-point form Be PRECISE, CONCISE and STRICT about only sticking to relevant information. Rubric of Assessment:

Rubric ofassessment anddates ofassesmentuploaded
GOBBETuploaded hereon CLAAP



MARKING
RUBRICS

Excellent
(70%and above)

Average
(69 – 50%)

Below average
(49 – 30%)

Poor
(Below 30%)

1) Context:(5%) Outstanding graspand a matureunderstanding of thegobbet and itscontexts
Comments on thenature, authorship,and other materialpertinent to thecontext andinterpretation of thepiece

Make somepertinentcomments on thenature, authorship,and other relevantaspects of thegobbet.

Fails to expand onthe nature,authorship, andother issues relevantto the gobbet.
2)Analysis:(30%) Clear, coherent andcompelling analysis Demonstratesfamiliarity with thearea underdiscussion

Demonstratessome familiaritywith the areaunder discussion
May paraphraserather than analysethe gobbet underdiscussion3) Meaning:(30%) Comprehensivecoverage. This maybe achieved bycitation

Identify the point ofthe document or thetheme that itillustrates
Identify the pointof the gobbet – thesubject or thetheme which itillustrates

Fails to identify thepoint or the themeof the piece
4) Citation:(5%) Economic andeffective use of allmaterial cited Substantiates thepoints that are madefrom evidence Contains somecitation but notappropriately usedto substantiate thepiece

Contains no citation
5)Significance:(30%) Identifies thegobbet’s significancein an independent,distinctive, andauthoritative way

Explores some of thesignificance of thegobbet withreference to suchissues as typicality,representative ness,uniqueness,reliability, bias

Touches on thewider significance Fails to identify thegobbet’s widersignificance

5. Evidence of Success

GOBBET
ZOO-E-5: ANIMAL CELL CULTURE AND APPLICATIONS

CA 2 (15 MKS) – TO BE SUBMITTED ON 10th February 2020

1) See the image given below. Identify the process that it describes. Explain every step/event numbered from ‘1
to 11’. Comment on the significance of the process.

Figure 1: Gobbet



2) Analyse the image 2. What is it indicative of? Compare and contrast the 4 portions of the image viz. A,B.C and D
and give justification as to when such a phenomena can occur.

Figure 2: Gobbet

3) Given below is an image with clippings of lab and the procedure conducted. Looking at the sequence of events
from A to F, describe the procedure conducted and steps incolved.

Figure 3: Gobbet
4) What do you understand by the term hybridoma technology? What are the valuable products obtained from

Hybridomas as of today. Suggest an alternative method to obtain valuable products instead of hybridoma
technology.

Course faculty: Dr. Nandini Vaz Fernandes Ms. Madhu Balekai Ms. Prasanna Naik Gaonkar



The Answers Submitted by students:





***



 
 
 

TEACHING-LEARNING METHODOLOGY 

PROCESS ORIENTED GUIDED INQUIRY LEARNING (POGIL) 

Process oriented guided Inquiry learning (POGIL) 

• A student-centered approach to Science instruction 

• Widely used as a method of Learning in especially in Chemistry 

• Chemistry Department has adopted POGIL as a teaching method  

• Year of implementation: 2016-2017 onwards 

• Year of approval from BoS: 2018-2019 

Objectives of POGIL 

• A POGIL activity is designed to be used with self-managed teams that employ the instructor 

as a facilitator of learning rather than as a source of information. 

• A POGIL activity guides students through an exploration to construct, deepen, refine, and/or 

integrate understanding of relevant disciplinary content. 

• The application and development of at least one of the targeted process skills is embedded in 

the structure and/or content of a POGIL activity. 

Method 

• Students are pre-apprised of prerequisites for a particular POGIL activity. 

• Students are divided into groups ranging from 6-10. 

• Each group has a Manager, Recorder and Speaker. 

• The students have to answer a Questionnaire on a Topic not covered in class by doing group 

discussion. 

• The onus is to arrive at the correct answer based on contributions from Group members 

• Learning objectives, Concepts and prerequisites are specified. 

• The prerequisites have to be satisfied by the students. 

• Usually the concerned topic is introduced briefly to the students and at times additional 

information is provided in the middle and starting from lower order questions the move is made 

on to higher order questions. 

• The solutions to the questions are discussed at the end of session and also the process and 

pathways in which the students reached at the solutions are discussed in detail. 

• Breakup of a POGIL activity during a 60-minute lecture 

Introduction – 5 minutes 



 
 
 

Team formation - 5 minutes 

Worksheet solution – 40 minutes 

Discussion – 10 minutes 

Outcomes 

• Student-centered method 

• Enhances the group learning ability of students 

• Enhances student engagement and interaction 

• Students move on from illogical and at times stray thinking to a logical thinking 

• Analysis and application ability of students is enhanced 

• Students tend to answer higher order questions with comparative ease as compared to a normal 

class teaching method 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Designed by: Dr. Sachin B. Kakodkar 

Course: CHE-III.C-5 Comprehensive Chemistry-I 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

POGIL WORKSHEET 

MIGRATION OF IONS 

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES  

 Be able to explain the concept of migration of ions.  

 Identify the movement of ions.  

 Determine the direction of the movement of ions.  

 Design of experiments of similar types.  
 

CONCEPTS  

• Ions  

• Movement of ions 

• Anode and Cathode 
 

PREREQUISITES  

• Concept of ions 

• Electrodes  
 

Lodge’s Moving boundary method and Movement of colored ions were two 

experiments that demonstrated movement of ions towards oppositely charged 

plates.  

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

1. Lodge's moving boundary experiment 

 

The apparatus used consists of a U-tube which has a long horizontal portion. It is 

fitted with electrodes in the side limbs. The horizontal portion is filled with a jelly 

of agar-agar treated with a trace of alkali. This is then made red by addition of a 

few drops of phenolphthalein. When the jelly is set, dilute sulphuric acid 

andsodium sulphate solution are added in the two different limbs of the tube. On 

passing the current, gradual discharge of the red colouris observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Q.1 In which limbs sulphuric acid and sodium sulphate solution are added? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q.2 Identify the migrating ion responsible for discharge of red colour and state its 

type. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Q.3 State the role of phenolphthalein in above experiment. 

___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

Q.4State the reason for the discharge of red colour. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

Q.5 Draw arrows in above diagram to indicate the direction of migration of ion. 

(USE GREEN COLOUR PEN) 

 

Q.4Identify the limb to which the ion migrates. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q.6 Demonstrate migration of an oppositely charged ion than one demonstrated 

in the above diagram with a neat labeled diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

2. Movement of coloured ions 

 

 

The lower part of a U-tube is filled with a 5 percent water-solution of agar-agar with 

a small amount of copper dichromate (CuSO4+ K2Cr207).The dark green colour sets 

to a jelly. The surface of the green solution in the two limbs of the U-tube is marked 

by a small amount of charcoal. In both the limbs is then placed a layer of solution 

of potassium nitrate and agar-agar. This is also allowed to set. Over this second 

layer is placed some solution of potassium nitrate in pure water and the two 

electrodes are inserted in it. As the current is turned on, rise of blue colour and 

reddish yellowcolour is seen in the two different limbs. 

 



 
 
 

 

Q.1 State the reason for the rise of blue and reddish yellow colour. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

Q. 2 Match arrows A and B in the figure with blue and reddish yellow colour. 

___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

Q. 3 In which limb will blue colour rise? 

________________________________________________________________  

Q. 4 In which limb will reddish yellow colour rise? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Q. 5 Indicate arrows in the above figure to designate Cu2+ and dichromate 

presence in the limbs. 

(USE GREEN COLOUR PEN) 

 

Q. 6 What is the role of jelly in the above experiment? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 

 

2. Determine the number of metal-metal bonds in the following clusters; 

 

 

3. Compounds A and B in the given equation obey the 18 electron rule. Draw structures of 

compounds A and B clearly indicating hapticity of Cp*. Also indicate oxidation state of Zn in 

both A and B. 

 
 

4. Given that it shows the highest hapticity possible, find out the missing planar, unsaturated and 

conjugated carbocyclic hapto ligands in the following compounds, all of which obey the 18 

electron rule. 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 

 

5. Four chlorine ligands are missing in each of the given skeletons of dimeric compounds A, B 

and C. Given that all of them obey the 18 electron rule and no additional metal-metal bonds are 

present, attach the missing Cl ligands on the complexes in the most appropriate manner. 

 

 
 

 

 

6. Count the electrons in the following compounds and indicate the electron count per metal unit. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Designed by: Dr. Sachin B. Kakodkar 

Course: CHE-III.E-6 Polymer and Colloid Science 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

POGIL WORKSHEET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Course Title: Spectroscopic Techniques (CHE-IV. E-7 )              POGIL Activity  

Semester: IV 

Year of Implementation: 2017 – 2018 

 

POGIL ACTIVITY 

 
 

1. Which of the following relationships between absorbance and %Transmittance    

     is incorrect ? 

a) A = log10 100 / %T 

b) A = 2 - log10 %T 

c) A = log10 1 / %T 

2. In the equation, A = bc, what quantity is represented by "" ? 

a) Absorbtivity 

b) Molar absorbtivity 

c) Path length 

3. Why is it generally preferable to use absorbance as a measure of absorption              

    rather than % Transmittance? 

 

a) Because %T cannot be measured as accurately as absorbance 

b) Because %T is dependant on the power of the incident radiation 

c) Because absorbance is proportional to the concentration of the analyte,    

   whereas %T is not. 

 

4. Does a compound with high molar absorbtivity have a higher or lower limit of   

   detection than a compound with low molar absorbtivity? 

 

5. How does the percent transmittance of a solution vary with (a) increasing   

    concentration and (b) increasing path length? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  Course Instructor: Dr. L. R. Gonsalves 



 
 
 

Numerical Problems: 

1) A solution of Tryptophan has an absorbance at 280 nm of 0.54 in a 0.5 cm length cuvette. 

Given the absorbance coefficient of tryptophan is 6.4 × 103 LMol-1 cm-1 . What is the 

concentration of solution? 

2) A solution shows a transmittance of 20%, when taken in a cell of 2.5 cm thickness. Calculate 

its concentration, if the molar absorption coefficient is 12000 dm3/mol/cm. 

3) Calculate the molar absorptivity of a 1 x 10 -4 M solution, which has an absorbance of 0.20, 

when the path length is 2.5 cm. 

4) The concentration of yeast t-RNA in an aqueous solution is 10 M. The absorbance is found to 

be 0.209 when this Solution is placed in a 1.00 cm cuvette and 258 nm radiations are passed 

through it. a) Calculate the molar absorptivity b) What will be the absorbance if the solution is 5 

M? c) What will be the absorbance if the path length of the original solution is increased to 5.00 

cm? 

5) A CaCO3 solution shows a transmittance of 90%, when taken in a cell of 1.9 cm thickness. 

Calculate its concentration, if the molar absorption coefficient is 9000 dm3/mol/cm. 

6) The absorbance of a Cu sulphate solution containing 0.500 mg Cu/mL was reported as 0.3500 

at 440 nm. a) Calculate the molar absorptivity, on the assumption that a 1.00 cm cuvette was 

used. b) What will be the absorbance if the solution is diluted to twice its original volume. 

 

 

 

  Course Instructor: Dr. L. R. Gonsalves 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Course Title: Organometallic Chemistry (CHE-V. E-11)              POGIL Activity  

Semester: V 

Year of Implementation: 2018 – 2019 

 

PRACTICAL PROBLEMS 

 

2. Determine the number of metal-metal bonds in the following clusters; 

 

 

3. Compounds A and B in the given equation obey the 18 electron rule. Draw structures of 

compounds A and B clearly indicating hapticity of Cp*. Also indicate oxidation state of Zn in 

both A and B. 

 
 

4. Given that it shows the highest hapticity possible, find out the missing planar, unsaturated and 

conjugated carbocyclic hapto ligands in the following compounds, all of which obey the 18 

electron rule. 
 
 

 

  Course Instructor: Dr. L. R. Gonsalves 



 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

5. Four chlorine ligands are missing in each of the given skeletons of dimeric compounds A, B 

and C. Given that all of them obey the 18 electron rule and no additional metal-metal bonds are 

present, attach the missing Cl ligands on the complexes in the most appropriate manner. 

 

 
 

 

 

6. Count the electrons in the following compounds and indicate the electron count per metal unit. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

  Course Instructor: Dr. L. R. Gonsalves 



BEST PRACTICE AREA: TEACHING LEARNING EVALUATION

Best practice: Project based practical

1. Title of the Practice: Project based practical (Comparision Of Nutrient Labels)

2. ObjectivesTo enable students, learn and understand concepts through field work. At the end of the coursestudents are able to analyze and interpret results. The students understand the importance ofteam work and comprehend the information attained for presentation.
3. The ContextThis present practice is adopted by Dr.Nandini Vaz Fernandes and Ms.Tessa Vaz of departmentof zoology in the course ‘Health and Nutrition” . This Practical requires to be designed in amanner that will enable students understand the theoretical concepts and its application. Theactivity is designed in such a manner that it enables students to analyze the different aspects ofthe activity and use theoretical concepts to solve the problems in a group.It helps them buildteam work and understand different food groups.

4. The PracticeThis practice is a field based/ project based practical where in students are required to go out inthe field during the practical hours and complete the project.
Example:Comparison of nutritional labels if different food groups.This practical is a component of the course Health and Nutrition of TYBSC. It is in line with theconcepts taught in theory as it requires them to interpret the results. Students should be taughtabout the different food groups and their importance indifferent diets, based on requirements ofindividuals specially those suffering from diet based diseases.On the day of the practical students go to different supermarkets in their respective groups andassess the nutritional labels of a food group belonging to different brands. The distribution of thefood groups for eg: noodles, jams, biscuits, flour etc. is done by the respective faculty prior to theday of the activity. The students analyze atleast 4 brands in each food group allotted to the group.After careful observation they compare the macro and micro nutrient quantities displayed on thenutrient label’s and then submit their portfolio. This practical is a component of the continuousassessment for practical for which the students are evaluated based on their observations, resultsand the conclusions related to different diets.The students submit their results in a form of aportfolio and presentation followed by an interaction with the faculty and students in the class.
5. Evidence of SuccessStudents were able to work in their groups to solve the activity given to them. They were able towrite a good report based on the different components related to the activity. They are able toevaluated and read nutritional labels .The same was assessed as a continuous assessment forpractical’s which had two components i.e portfolio submission and presentation.









6. Problems Encountered and Resources RequiredImplementation of the practice requires the faculty to complete the respective modules beforethe activity is announced as the students have to understand the nutrients wellFood groups allotted should be easily available in nearby local supermarkets having atleast 3-4brands of the required food products to make it feasible for the students. Students have to begiven sufficient time during practical’s to record and compile all their data in the form of aportfolio
***



Teaching learning methodologies practiced in the  

Department of Geology 

 

Following are 3 methods used : 

 

I. Title : Teaching with Google Earth 

 

Concept: Earth is a free, downloadable application that works as a browser for all sorts of 

information on Earth. Google Earth provides an immersive and interactive experience for 

students to learn about our earth. We have used Google earth platform to cover the topics 

such as ‘’Morphology of the ocean floor’’ in Marine Geology and Physical geology Courses. 

 

These courses deals with the physical features on the Earth’s surface which are usually 

described elaborately in words however the setback here is not every student has the ability 

to imagine and make a mental image based on the theory. This tool reduces the possibility 

of incorrect interpretation as it helps in direct visualisation in 3-dimension and also helps to 

understand the scale. 

 

 

Objective:  

The technique helps students for better understanding of its dimensions by 3D visualisation 

of the geological features. 

The teaching method would provoke critical thinking among students. 

 

Procedure: 

Sample 1. 

1. Google earth platform was used to study the bathymetry of the ocean floor. The 

imagery provided insights into the shape, size and features present in the ocean 

basins, the locations of various ocean features such as mid-ocean ridges, seamounts, 

locations of hotspots, trenches, ocean islands, and volcanic arcs were very apparent 

in the imagery provided by Google earth.  

2. Vector Layers of earth surface model, plate boundaries, recent earthquakes, 

volcanoes in KML format were then overlaid on base map to study relationships of 

these ocean features to their tectonic settings. 

3. The instructor may give a set questionnaire to the students to solve to assess their 

understanding and to promote/guide the interactive activity. 

 



 

Figure 1: Mid-Ocean ridges. Earth surface model and plate boundary kml overlaid on Google earth depicting plate 
boundaries and their relation to ocean features 

 

Figure 2: Linear chain of ocean islands and Volcanic arc. Earth surface model and plate boundary kml overlaid on Google 
earth depicting plate boundaries and their relation to ocean features 

 

 



 

Figure 3: Imagery showing the location of epicentre of latest earthquake, kml updated by USGS. 

Outcome: The students were able to actively engage in discussions with one another using the 

interactive Google Earth platform. 

The students were able to access more information about the various attributes of features, such as 

magnitude time and place of Earthquake, volcanoes etc. 

 

Challenges Faced: Method depends on Internet connection for live interaction of the features 

and therefore the process could slow down in the case of poor network.  

Infrastructure development, involving a dedicated computer Lab with internet connection is 

required to enhance the experience. 

 

Feedback: This above illustration was conducted by Mr Malcolm Afonso for one of the topics in 

course of Marine Geology. It resulted in enhanced interaction within the students and brought about 

new ways of critical thinking evidenced by the nature of questions that they were able to generate. 

“The activity as fun and we enjoyed it”,  One of the students from Second year 2016-17, Mr Rizlon 

Quadros commented. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



II. Collaborative Learning: Flipped classroom  

 

 

Concept:  

Collaborative Learning is a teaching approach where the teacher facilitates learning by 

making the students engage in activities (in class or out of class) e.g. Group discussions, 

Debates, Group projects, Online Video, online discussion forums, online chats etc. In this 

kind of approach the students interact, evaluate, assess and guide one another to learn 

from each other as a group and create new knowledge. 

 

Objective: To encourage students to express their views/ideas on the given concept/topic. It 

also helps to them to learn and appreciate other person’s perspective. Thereby enhancing 

their communication skills and helps them identify gaps in learning. 

The method is also very effective in building new ideas, testing them and providing 

solutions. 

 

Prerequisite: 

Content for the topic example Case studies, Documentaries, demonstration videos 

references, etc. Should be provided to the student. 

 

Procedure: There are various methods by which  Flipped classroom can be implemented. 

Following is one such illustration using “3 Step Interview”. 

 

Illustration: 3 step Interview  

The said method was conducted the course “Natural hazards and Management” for the 

second year BSc Geology students by Malcolm Afonso on the topic -“ Tsunami”. 

1. Documentary of the 2004 Indonesian Tsunami, titled “The wave that shook the 

world” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YOf44bNzw4 was screened n the classroom. 

2. Apart from this additional links were provided to the students to study more about 

the topic. 

3. In the classroom students were divide in groups of three. 

4. In each group one student was assigned the role of Investigator, one responder and 

one note and time keeper. 

5. The students were encouraged to ask open ended questions. 

6. After a set time of five minutes the students were asked to change roles and the 

process was repeated. 

7. The notes generated were then summarised by one representative from each group. 

8. The instructor then guided the discussion to emphasise/clear certain aspects that 

may have been missed out or may have been misinterpreted.   

 

Some of the other methods include “Team-Pair Solo” and “Round Robin”. Refer to blog post 

of Mr Malcolm Afonso for more details: 

 https://newageprofessor.blogspot.com/2017/11/collaborative-learning-flipped.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YOf44bNzw4
https://newageprofessor.blogspot.com/2017/11/collaborative-learning-flipped.html


 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Outcome:  

This resulted in enhanced communication skills like Listening skills and expression through 

verbal communication and note keeping. 

Students were able to identify gaps in their understanding of the concepts 

 

Practiced By / for: Mr Malcolm Afonso for the course “Natural hazards and Management”, 

“Marine Geology” and “Surveying and Field Geology”. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



III. Field based Teaching and Assessment 

 

Concept:  

Geology been a field based subject, students are exposed to field training at various places 

of geological interest within and outside the state of Goa. The training includes field 

mapping and exposure to the different aspects of Structural Geology, Petrology, Mineralogy, 

Stratigraphy 

 

Objective: For understanding of theoretical concepts and its variation in field.   

 

Prerequisites: Knowledge of basic concepts in Structural Geology, Petrology, Mineralogy 

and Stratigraphy. 

 

Procedure: 

 The basic concepts required for making meaningful field observations are taught in the first 

two years of the BSC Geology Programme. 

These are supplemented with occasional field visits and identification of the features and 

making necessary measurements of the geological attributes. 

In the Third year the students are taken for an exhaustive field study where in they are 

expected to identify the features at megascopic and microscopic level and correlate it with 

the concepts learnt earlier, thereby understanding the mode of thier formation. 

An field report with all the findings and conclusions is mandatory based on which the 

student performance is assessed. 

 

 

Outcome: The understanding of theoretical concepts and its variation on field 

 

Challenges Faced: Currently the field study which is an essential requirement for the subject 

of geology is self funded by the students so the number of field studies are thereby limited. 

 

Practiced By : Mr. H. S Nadkarni, Dr Meghana Devli, Ms Swati Ghadi, Mr Malcolm Afonso 

and Ms Magnolia Miranda ( Department of Geology). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Department of Computer Science

Teaching-Learning-Evaluation Methodology

By : Mr. Gajanan Nial

Title :CA-2 (MCQ mode) Conducted fully online using Google Classroom

Introduction :CA-2 of two courses Operating Systems and Networks, and Mobile Computing
for M.Sc. IT part I were conducted fully online in MCQ mode using the features of Google
Classroom.

Objectives of the method :

 Use of ICT for evaluation process
 Exposure to online tests to help students get familiarized with future online tests such

as UGC-NET/GATE and job related tests that are conducted online.
 Reducing the use of papers

Problem / Topic that was given to students :

 Units 3,4,&5  portions from the subject Operating Systems and Computer Networks

Procedure

 At the Computer Lab, each students was allotted a system with internet connection

 MCQ based questions were prepared by the instructor in advance using Google form

 Students got access to the test on Google Classroom through college login and password

 Students had to answer 40 MCQ based questions within one  hour.

 Google classroom shuffled the questions to prevent students from cheating.

In-Class Activity:

 Answers and score were discussed with students

Out-class Activity:



 Students prepared for the online CA

Outcomes

Timestamp Name: Roll Number:
Total (Out of
40)

Total (Out of
20)

9/18/2019 13:04:22 MuzaffarShaikh 207 22 11.0

9/18/2019 13:04:56 garryfernandes 210 20 10.0

9/18/2019 13:05:18 AkshayDhargalkar 209 23 11.5

9/18/2019 13:12:24 SwellaGomindes 216 13 6.5

9/18/2019 13:12:41 GeetaliAeer 228 23 11.5

9/18/2019 13:13:01 Valdo Fernandes 192204 34 17.0

9/18/2019 13:13:18 VedankNaik 221 35 17.5

9/18/2019 13:13:23 KajalPatil 211 18 9.0

9/18/2019 13:14:04 SatwikBhagat 215 15 7.5

9/18/2019 13:14:14 AkshayChatim 208 21 10.5

9/18/2019 13:14:15 MangirishNaik 192205 35 17.5

9/18/2019 13:14:19 Saburi R. kamatbambolker 206 32 16.0

9/18/2019 13:14:42 UnnattiUmeshBhagat 214 20 10.0

9/18/2019 13:14:57 Rufina Pereira 218 33 16.5

9/18/2019 13:15:05 johnassaldanha 225 18 9.0

9/18/2019 13:15:16 Walwyn D Souza 203 23 11.5

9/18/2019 13:15:25 TerezaShalindamonteiro 226 16 8.0

9/18/2019 13:18:06 Pressy Pereira 223 20 10.0

9/18/2019 13:21:36 SACHIN DEEPAK VERLEKAR 227 32 16.0

 Students got to know their performance immediately after the test



Problems Faced:

None



Department of Computer Science

Teaching-Learning-Evaluation Methodology

By : Mr. GajananNial

Title :SWAYAM Courses as CA-3 for Operating Systems and Networks (M.Sc. IT Part I)

Introduction :For the subject Operating Systems & Networks in M.Sc. IT Semester I, NPTEL
courses related to Operating Systems and Networks were allotted to students to study and
complete two weeks of assignments uploaded by the respective NPTEL courses.

Objectives of the method :

 Students got to revise the undergraduate level concepts by going through the  online
courses

 Exposure to teaching and learning practices of the IIT/IISc professors
 Exposure to self learning through MOOCs

Problem / Topic that was given to students :

 Six different NPTEL courses related to Operating Systems and Computer Networks,
conducted for the session July-Oct 2019 by SWAYAM portals were chosen to be
assigned to students

Procedure

 Each student was assigned two weeks from one of the course to study from the portal
and answer the assignment on the site related to those two week’s portion

 No two students were assigned the same weeks two maintain uniqueness of topics and
their evaluation

 Marks scored out of two weeks of assignments from the respective courses was
considered as CA-3 mars out of 20



In-Class Activity:

 Allocation of courses to students through lot

 Registration by students in the lab

 Submission of marks obtained

Out-class Activity:

 Watching the video lectures from SWAYAM portal

 Assignment Submission

Outcomes

Sr.
No.

Roll
No. Name NPTEL Course

Assign
ment
Weeks

Due
date

Out of
20

1
SP19
2203

D' SOUZA
WALWYN
DYLAN XAVIER

Introduction to Wireless
and Cellular
Communication

8 & 9 Oct 3 10

2
SP19
2204

FERNANDES
VALDO FELIX

Internet of Things 3 & 4 Aug 29 16

3
SP19
2205

MANGIRISH
TULSHIDAS
NAIK

Operating System
Fundamentals

7 & 8 Sep 26 17

4
SP19
2206

KAMAT
BAMBOLKER
SABURI
RADHAKRISHNA

Ethical Hacking 1 & 2 Aug 22 12.6

5
SP19
2207

SHAIKH
MUZAFFAR

Introduction to OS 5 & 6 Sep 12 9

6
SP19
2208

CHATIM
AKSHAY
RATNAKANT

Operating System
Fundamentals

11 & 12
10& 11

16

7
SP19
2209

DHARGALKAR
PUNDALIK
ALIAS AKSHAY

Demystifying Networking 3 & 4 Aug 29 13



Sr.
No.

Roll
No.

Name NPTEL Course
Assign
ment
Weeks

Due
date

Out of
20

DEEPAK

8
SP19
2210

FERNANDES
GARRY ROQUE

Ethical Hacking 5 & 6 Sep 12 9.3

9
SP19
2211

PATIL KAJAL
MANOHAR

Ethical Hacking 3 & 4 Aug 29 13

10
SP19
2214

BHAGAT
UNNATTI UMESH

Operating System
Fundamentals

9 & 10 12

11
SP19
2215

BHAGAT SATVIK
RAVINDRA Demystifying Networking 1 & 2 Aug 22 9.5

12
SP19
2216

GOMINDES
SWELLA
GLENNA

Operating System
Fundamentals

5 & 6 Sep 12 9.5

13
SP19
2218

PEREIRA RUFINA Introduction to OS 7 & 8 Sep 26 12

14
SP19
2221

NAIK VEDANK
SUBHASH

Introduction to OS 3 & 4 Aug 29 15

15
SP19
2223

PEREIRA PRESSY
Operating System
Fundamentals

1 & 2 Aug 22 17.2

16
SP19
2224

KANKONKAR
RAKSHADHA
KASHINATH

Introduction to Wireless
and Cellular
Communication

1 & 2 Aug 22 10.8

17
SP19
2225

SALDANHA
JOHNAS ELIO… Introduction to OS 1 & 2 Aug 22 10

18
SP19
2226

TEREZA
MONTEIRO

Introduction to Wireless
and Cellular
Communication

3 & 4 Aug 29 11

19
SP19
2227

SACHIN
VERLEKAR

Operating System
Fundamentals

3 & 4 Aug 29 15.2

20
SP19
2228

GEETALI AEER Internet of Things 1 & 2 Aug 22 20

Problems Faced:



None
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